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Abstract 

Naval navigation and watch keeping in littoral waters is highly dependent on visual 

function, and all navigators are required to have normal visual acuity (VA) measured by 

Snellen’s table or equivalent. Although visual functions obviously are important for 

navigators and watch keepers, there are few studies on visual problems as a cause of 

marine accidents or navigation performance.  

Visual function may be evaluated by several means, but it has been a long tradition to 

use Snellen’s table to describe VA as the main descriptor. Snellen designed his table in 

1862 and the method has later been modified into a diversity of test, like the ETDRS 

table. The improvements enable more accurate testing of VA, but the test still lacks the 

possibility to test contrast sensitivity (CS). 

Contrast sensitivity is believed to be a better predictor of visual performance and can be 

tested on different sizes of objects and for achromatic light or coloured lights in dynamic 

or static modes. 

Contrast sensitivity is dependent on the clarity of the optical light way in addition to 

retinal and neurological function. The CS can be disturbed by corneal changes, as might 

be seen after corneal surgery or by lens degeneration. Corneal surgery and implantation 

of intraocular lenses are frequently performed on personnel trying to qualify for work 

demanding good VA. Few studies have evaluated the work performance and its 

correlation to VA or CS, and the studies are often non-conclusive.  

Sailors often stay on long watches and become sleep deprived. Very few studies have 

studied the visual function after prolonged sleep deprivation and none has looked at the 

effect of sleep deprivation on CS. 

 The primary research goal of the present study was to obtain more information about 

the usefulness of various vision tests available for selection of personnel who perform 

work highly dependent on good visual function. 
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The first study aimed to compare two different CS test methods and to establish 

reference values for CS in young adults with normal VA under photopic and mesopic 

light conditions. A total of 180 recruits, age 18-25 years was examined for CS and VA, 

and the test results were described and compared. In addition, a collated Index of 

contrast sensitivity (ICS) was computed and described. 

The agreement between the photopic tests indicated that they might be used 

interchangeably. There was little agreement between the mesopic and photopic tests. 

The mesopic test seemed best suited to differentiate between candidates and might 

therefore possibly be useful for medical selection purposes. 

In the second paper, sixty cadets at the Royal Norwegian Naval Academy (RNoNA) 

performed a visual observation task in a ship simulator. Their task performance was 

recorded according to VA, CS, gender and environmental light. Performance was highly 

correlated to increased environmental light and to gender. Men seemed to perform better 

than females, probably due to different approaches to decision making. No significant 

correlation between performance and CS or VA was found. This apparent absence of 

proven predictive value of visual parameters for observation tasks in a maritime 

environment may presumably be ascribed to the normal and uniform visual capacity in 

all our study participants. 

The third paper describes the possible influence of prolonged sleep deprivation on CS. 

During 60-hr sleep deprivation, CS was measured in 11 naval officers every sixth hour. 

Prolonged sleep deprivation does apparently not cause clinically or occupationally 

significant changes of CS in otherwise healthy subjects with normal VA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The sea and requirements to the seafarer 

Navigation at sea is a demanding task often exercised in harsh conditions and unfriendly 

environment. Linda Greenlaw8 describes the sea in her book “The Hungry Ocean”: 

“The complex and all-consuming Ocean feeds man, but also feeds upon men. The 

flat calm that gently digests my troubles is capable of violent turbulence of 

enough gluttony to chew up and spit out vessels of the strongest steel. Often 

swallowing men and ships whole…” 

Accidents at sea might be associated to navigation when it is not optimally performed. 

According to a study by Marine Accident Investigation Branch9, a majority of collisions 

took place during nighttime (65 %) and was due to late or none awareness of other 

objects (43 %). Possible causal factors were incompetence of lookout (80 %) or fatigue 

(25 %). 

In addition to the difficulties intrinsic to seafaring, military operations pose an additional 

challenge to mariners by introducing tasks with narrower safety margins than in civilian 

life. Tactical exercises at sea may involve sailing in shallow waters at high speeds, often 

with sustained duty periods over several days, uncomfortable resting facilities and a 

concept of “lean manning”a with increased risk of general fatigue. 

Navigation and watch keeping in littoral waters is highly dependent on visual function, 

and International Maritime Organisation10 (IMO) emphasizes this:  

“Every ship shall at all times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing as 

well by all available means appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and 

conditions so as to make a full appraisal of the situation and of the risk of 

collision, stranding and other hazard to navigation. Additionally, the duties of 

                                              
a The ship’s crew number is reduced to minimum of safe staffing for ship handling and 
operation.  
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the look-out shall include detection of ships and aircrafts in distress, shipwrecked 

persons, wrecks and debris.” 

An important asset to a proper lookout is appropriate vision, and all mariners are 

required by law or regulations to have normal visual acuity by Snellen’s chart or 

equivalent11. The interpretation of the phrase “normal” is not evident. The regulations 

use normality as conforming to the standard set by Herman Snellen in 1862, who on the 

other hand chose to define a standard vision which was well below the population mean 

described by his college de Haan12. In addition, the level of satisfactory vision for a 

proper lookout has hardly ever been clarified, neither in relationship to Snellen’s normal 

vision or to other standards. 

1.2 Medical selection 

Selection medicine is defined as medical assessment of personnel who are planned to 

fulfil certain occupational health requirements. According to Rayson13, the purpose of 

medical selection of fitness for work is to make sure that individuals are fit to perform 

the task effectively and without risk to their own or others’ health and safety. The 

standard or criteria of which the selection is to follow is in principle evidence based, but 

often tainted by the aim of the stakeholder or the authority issuing the requirement. The 

prime intention of medical assessment of seafarers in Norwegian legal regulations11 has 

been to ensure that the candidate is fit to do the task without jeopardizing ship, 

passengers, fellow sailors or external environment. A secondary intention, which is 

evident in International Labour Organization (ILO) regulations14, is to assure that the 

seafarer do not suffer from a disease or condition that may be made worse by the job. A 

third intention is to assess the occurrence of diseases that may cause incidents of 

repatriationb and thereby reduce cost for insurance15. 

                                              
b To restore or return to the country of origin, allegiance, or citizenship. 
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There are two main principles when assessing a person’s fitness for work. The most 

commonly used is to regard everyone as “fit, until proven unfit”. Only candidates with 

a medical condition believed to have implications for the job performance are excluded. 

The second principle is to regard the candidate at “unfit, until proven fit”. Based on a 

task or job analysis that have established minimum criteria for safe and effective 

performance of the work, the candidate may be proven fit for work. Both principles are 

found in most regulations. Sensory capacities, like vision, colour vision and hearing, are 

examples of such minimum criteria for fitness. Ideally, the minimum criterion should 

be agreed upon by solid evidence after a task analysis. Evidence quality has been 

discussed, and systems for evaluation of recommendations have been developed16. The 

Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) 

working group rates the quality of evidence by four categories, from “High Quality 

Evidence” to “Very Low Quality Evidence”. A second method to establish fitness 

criterions is by the Delphi technique17. This is a method for formulating group 

judgment18 by seeking consensus among experts within a topic, and is based on the 

principle that forecasts from a structured group of experts are more accurate than those 

from unstructured groups or individuals19. A third method to make regulations is by 

expert opinion, from either single experts or groups of experts without having additional 

processes of quality assurance. This method is often regarded equivalent to “very low 

quality evidence” by the GRADE system. A fourth system for development of fitness 

standards is by revision of existing standards based on dispensations or complaints. 

Standards are often influenced by political guidance and negotiations between the parts 

involved, as Longmore20 already pointed out in 1885. Beard et al.21, discuss the 

occupational vision standards in detail and mention that the visual requirements are 

influenced by several of these mechanisms. 
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1.3 Vision 

Our eyes are marvellous sense organs that allow us to appreciate all the beauty of the 

world we live in, to read and gain knowledge, and to communicate our thoughts and 

desires to each other through visual expression and visual arts.  

Helga Kolb 

1.3.1 Theory of vision 

The visual system may be described as an anatomical part of the nervous system and a 

system for visual perception. Visual perception is the ability to observe and interpret the 

surrounding environment by information presented by visible light. In Light Vision 

Color22, Valberg summarize the characteristics of the main physical, neural and mental 

processes that lead to vision: 

1. Imaging. The process that accounts for light distribution on the retina by the 

optical eye media: The tear film, cornea, pupil, lens and vitreous. Imaging may 

be explained by physical and physiological optics, while point 2-6 may be 

explained by biophysics, molecular biology and neuroscience. 

2. Detection and discrimination. Transformation of the light energy absorbed by 

the rods and cones to electric potentials and neural activity. 

3. Neural encoding and signal transmission. After reception, four functional cell 

types in the retina organize the retinal image, decompose it and encode it before 

the signals are transmitted to higher brain centres.  

4. Adaption. The ability to adapt to changing light levels in an intensity range that 

covers more than 1012. 

5. Differentiation and structure. Diverging, converging and parallel pathways in the 

retina, thalamus and cortex receive input from a common set of receptors. The 

information is processed in approximately 40 areas in the cortex and in different 

functional cerebral units and cell types.  
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6. Identification, recognition and interpretation are processes in visual cortex and 

higher mental activities like memory, context and experience. 

1.3.2 The anatomy of the visual system 

The anatomical description of the visual system is complex. A comprehensive 

description is given in Webvision4. The anatomical eye may be divided in two major 

components; the optical part, or the light way of the eye, and the neurological part, which 

is a part of the central nervous system.  

 

The eye consists of three layers.  

Sclera and the transparent cornea form the external layer. Sclera is the supporting 

tissue for the eye and is a part of the dura of the central nervous system. Inserted into 

the sclera are the extraocular muscles providing movement of the eyeballs, pointing 

the eye at the image.  

The intermediate layer, where the iris, ciliary body and lens is the anterior part and the 

choroid is the posterior part of the eye. The lens is suspended to the ciliary body by 

zonulae, whose tension is influenced by the ciliary muscles; allowing the lens may 

Fig 1. A schematic section through the human eye with a schematic enlargement 

 of the retina.4  
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change shape and optical power. The change of refractive power of the lens, called 

accommodation, allows an object to be in focus as its distance to the eye varies. The 

pupil, lens and ciliary body divide the eye in three chambers. The anterior chamber 

and posterior chamber are filled with aqueous liquid, whereas the corpus vitreum in 

the posterior eye is filled with a more viscous fluid. Cornea, anterior chamber, lens and 

corpus vitreum are parts of the light way. The choroid is a part of the vascular layer of 

the eye and provides oxygen and nourishment to parts of the eye structures.  

The internal layer (retina) is the sensory part of the eye.  

 

 

 

Retina consists of several layers and different cell structures. The photoreceptive, light 

sensitive, cells in the retina are the cones, rods and a few specialised ganglion cells. 

Rods are highly sensitive to light and may be triggered by a single photon23. Rods are 

used for scotopic visionc in contrast to the cones, which are used for photopic vision. 

                                              
c Scotopic luminance (darkness) levels of 10−3 to 10−6 cd/m², Mesopic luminance (dusk) level 
10−3 to 100.5 cd/m², Photopic luminance (bright light) level 10 to 108 cd/m²  

Fig 2. Simple organization of the retina.4 
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Cones are concentrated in the central part of retina and have better spatial resolution 

giving high visual acuity, in approximately 2o of the visual field. The cones have three 

different types of photosensitive pigment providing the mechanism of trichromatic 

colour vision, the L, M and S cones24. Recently, the photosensitive ganglion cells were 

discovered. These cells are involved in processes in control of circadian rhythms and 

suppression of pineal gland melatonin release. In addition, retina consist of several other 

cell types, all forming a complex network that perform the first stages of processing of 

sensory input before the electric response is transported to the brain by the optic nerve 

for further processing and visual perception.  

The rods and cones have a photosensitive part made up by a stack of membranous disks 

made of invaginations of the cell membrane, the ribbonsd. Photoreceptors undergo daily 

renewal and shedding of their outer segments25.  

 

 

Final visual processing happens in the visual cortex in the posterior part of the occipital 

lobe. The visual cortex consists of several different neurons with unique capacities 

working in a system only partly understood. Before reaching the occipital lobe, visual 

                                              
d Ribbons are one of two types of vesicular neuronal synapses. 

Fig 3. Visual pathways in the brain from retina to visual cortex.4 
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information passes the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of thalamus where it is 

processed. Additional processing in LGN is done by retrograde cortico-thalamic 

pathways26.  

1.3.3 Visual channels 

To be able to see objects, the eye must be able to resolve edges, contours, structural 

details and ambient light of different luminance and colour. This requires a detailed 

processing of the image posed on retina and may be explained by the theory of visual 

channels. In principal, four such channels are described. There are two achromatic 

luminance contrast channels. One consists of the rods, working in scotopic light, the 

other one within the photopic luminance. The photopic channel relies on the sum of L 

and M cones (L+M) and does not carry colour information. The two colour channels are 

dived in the red-green (RG) and the yellow-blue (YB) channel. Red-green 

discrimination is based on the difference (L-M) in the light absorption of L and M cones, 

while YB also take in account the signal generated by the S cone (L+M+S)24. 

Another approach to the theory of visual channels is based on the assumption that an 

object or image may be described by the light distribution of each of the Fourier 

components, given in several sine wave formulas27.  

Fourier analysis is the study of the way general functions are represented or 

approximated by sums of simpler trigonometric functions, i.e. sine wave. The 

decomposition process is called a Fourier transformation. The visual system acts on 

several independent detector mechanisms, each tuned into a relatively narrow band of 

frequencies and each detector constitute a separate channel. Campbell and Robson27 

examined the CS for several sine wave gratings and concluded that the “envelope of the 

contrast sensitivity function for all of the channels would be the contrast sensitivity 

function of the overall visual system”. This has been well demonstrated by Ginsburg, 

who performed Fourier transformation on images and illustrated how the sum of 

channels made the total perceived image28. 
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1.3.4 Vision and effects of circadian rhythms 

Yij (t) = βi,1 cos(ωt + φi) + mβi,2 (t) + βi,0 + εij (t) e 

Jörg Assmus  

Several known retinal mechanisms; like gene expression visual sensitivity, synaptic 

communication and metabolism, are regulated by the circadian clock and the system 

allows to predict the normal cycle of photopic and scotopic visual conditions that 

alternate with the cycling of day and night1,29. 

 

  

 

 

                                              
e From statistical considerations prior to paper III 

  

Fig 4. Retinal structures and processes influenced by the retinal circadian clock. 

RPE: retinal pigment epithelium, ONL: outer nuclear layer, INL: inner nuclear 

layer, GCL: ganglion cell layer 1 
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In studies, diurnal visual changes have been shown to occur with maximal visual 

resolution and detection before midday and a minimum after midnight30,31. Maximal 

sensitivity was found two hour after light onset and a minimal sensitivity four hour later, 

also corresponding to the length of the ribbons of the photoreceptors in studies on 

mice32. In a recent study, the retinal shedding process has been described in more detail 

and disk shedding, reduction of ribbon length, has been demonstrated throughout the 

day, with highest intensity in the morning25. Hwang et al. have demonstrated changes in 

CS, but not in VA in mice, indicating a reduction in all low and middle frequencies 

during nighttime33. The explanation for this is most likely diurnal and light induced 

variation in dopamine and regulation of the signal pathway in retinal ganglion cells33.  

1.3.5 Vision and sleep deprivation 

The function of sleep remains the greatest biologic mystery of all times. 

Sudahsu Chokroverty34 

Sleep may be disrupted due to environmental situations like jet lag, shift work, noise or 

unfavourable environment temperature, and these are all known to cause changes in the 

circadian clock system35. Circadian rhythm disruption may act on several mechanisms. 

It has been shown to act on a central level36 and on a retinal level involving dopamine, 

retinal cone and rod shedding and gene expression1.  

Few studies on vision and sleep deprivation have shown changes in visual function. In 

a study of 20 students, a minor loss in VA was reported after 46 hrs37. Another study 

reported loss of CS after 26 hrs sleep deprivation38. In our study39, a small, but 

significant increase in RG threshold for high and middle CS was detected. Non- retinal 

effects are most likely to cause changes visual performance. Jackson et al.40, measured 

human visually evoked potentials following 27-hr sleep deprivation. Their main 

findings were no effects on early visual processing, but distinct effects on higher-order 

cognitive processing. This is in accordance with findings in a paper on navigation41, 

which described reduced visual task performance of the participants and suggested that 

this could be explained by reduced cognitive resources or reduction in visual field. In a 

paper on visual field performance after sleep deprivation, Rogé and Gabaude found 
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indications of alteration in the participants’ decision criteria when responding to a signal 

detection task, and that this may be the explanation of reduced visual function42.  

1.4 Methodes for assessing visual capability 

1.4.1 Visual acuity 

The usual method to evaluate vision is to examine the visual acuity (VA), which refers 

to the ability of the visual system to resolve details. According to the International 

Council of Ophthalmology (ICO), the visual acuity score of an individual should express 

the reciprocal of the visual angular size of the critical detail within the smallest optotype 

that can be correctly recognized by that individual43. 

 

Fig 5. EDTRS chart for examining visual acuity 2 
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1.4.2 The evolution of visual acuity measurement  

After early efforts by Heinrich Kuechler (1811-1873) in 1843 and Eduard Jaeger Ritter 

von Jaxtthal (1818-1884) in 1854, Franciscus Cornelis Donders (1818-1889) took 

initiative to develop the chart later known as the Snellen’s chart12. Donders defined a 

formula and a reference standard for “the sharpness of vision”. He instructed his doctoral 

student Hermann Snellen (1834-1908) to develop a measurement tool, a chart, based on 

a reference standard, a letter of 5 minutes of an arc. The candidate’s view was supposed 

to be compared with this standard, thus giving the magnificationf requirement (MAR) 

needed to bring the candidate vision to the same performance as the standard. Vision 

half the standard yields a MAR of 2 according to Donder’s formula: 

 

Donder defined visual acuity to be the reciprocal of MAR, thus making a MAR of 1 the 

equivalent of a VA of 1.0: 

 

Snellen published his chart in 1862, at the same time as V. de Haan published a 

population study, based on Snellen’s chart. V. de Haan clearly showed that normal VA, 

understood as the population mean, was substantially better than Snellen’s standard 

vision, and this has been verified in later studies44.  

Unlike Keuchler and Jaeger, Snellen designed special characters, or orthotypes, which 

he arranged in a letter chart both for near and far vision testing based on the standard 5 

minutes’ arch defined by Donders. Snellen’s chart became the dominant tool for 

measuring VA and soon incorporated into rules and regulations concerning visual 

requirements. 

                                              
f Magnification is the process of enlarging the appearance, not physical size, of something. 
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There are several pitfalls of Snellen’s table45, and National Eye Institute developed a 

new chart in 1982 by in accordance to standards later set by ICO43. The Early Treatment 

of Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart (EDTRS) was introduced with proportional 

spacing, geometric progression and sans serif lettersg, facilitating calculations and 

statistical processing of data. Anticipating that the VA recording would cover a wide 

range, it was decided to use graphics with logarithmic scales, thus the introduction of 

the logarithm of the Minimum Angel of Resolution (logMAR). A logMAR score of 0.0 

corresponds to MAR of 1.0, or Snellen 6/6. For better VA (MAR>1.0) logMAR values 

become negative. On the EDTRS chart, the size progression is exactly 0.10 log units 

with one letter space between the letters and five letters at each row. Each letter correctly 

identified, gives a credit of 0.02 logMAR units. The EDTRS is not in common use in 

ordinary clinical work by most ophthalmologists, mainly due to unfamiliarity to the 

logarithmic scale (logMAR) of the chart and partly due to the apparent non-logical fact 

that improved VA yield a reduction in logMAR score.  

  

                                              
g Any typeface in which the letters do not have serifs (small lines) added to them 
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1.4.3 Contrast sensitivity 

Every light is a shade, compared to higher lights, till you come to the sun; every shade 

is light, compared to the deeper shades, till you come to the night. 

John Ruskin (1819 – 1900) 

Our ability to perceive details of a visual scene is determined by the relative contrast 

of an object and the surroundings or background, and the size of the object. The 

contrast may be due to difference in luminance, colour or both. This was 

acknowledged by the end of the 18th century, and in 1927 Michelson46 described 

contrast as the maximum luminance subtracted by minimum luminance and divided by 

twice the mean luminance. In 1956 Schade47 did the first studies of the contrast 

thresholds, or contrast sensitivity, in humans where he used an extended grating 

pattern in which luminance was sinusoidally modulated, so called sine-wave gratings.  

 

Fig 6. An illustration of sine wave grating. The wavelength decrease on the x-axis, 

increasing the frequency of cycles per degree of visual field. On the y-axis, the 

wave height is increased, thus making the gratings more visible. 6 
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The reciprocal of the contrast threshold is CS of the visual system and was found to be 

a function of the frequency of the sine-wave grating. The variation of CS over a range 

of frequencies described the CS function.  

 

In the 1960s, theories of a multichannel model of the vision developed on basis of 

Shades research27,48. The model states that retina cells have different sizes and 

orientation and independently process or filter different size information. These 

functionally independent filters are so-called channels and are the building blocks of 

visual perception. 

Testing contrast sensitivity 

During the 1980ies several optional CS tests were developed, commonly using letters49-

51 or symbols, like Landolt C or the E test, printed in diminishing contrast. These tests 

are easier to perform than the sine wave graded tests and has become the preferred 

method of CS measurement in clinical settings. Low contrast letter tests are easy and 

fast to perform, and patients easily understand the reading task. It is questioned if low 

contrast letter is equivalent to sine-wave graded tests, or if low contrast letter tests is to 

be understood as low contrast VA tests. It is recommended to use the term low contrast 

Fig 7. The line represents expected visual threshold or contrast sensitivity (CS) for 

sine wave gratings. The frequency increase on the x-axis. 7 
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acuity test for Regan test and low contrast letter identification test for Pelli-Robson letter 

contrast sensitivity chart52. The arguments against letter charts were later supported by 

Rohaly and Owsley53, who claimed that Pelli-Robson CS and letter acuity cannot be 

used to predict the peak of contrast sensitivity. In addition, Regan stated that his test 

charts should be regarded as merely a “shotgun test” of CS and should be used as a low 

contrast visual acuity test50. This was partly opposed by Pelli and Robson, who claimed 

that attempting to functionally subdivide CS tests seems counterproductive as long as 

more clinical studies are needed to establish the efficacy of all CS tests54.  

 

The results of sine wave graded testing may be evaluated in several different ways. Early 

studies most commonly describe the CS by each single frequency plotted in a figure. 

The plot will indicate pattern of CS and may show patterns typically associated with 

clinical diagnoses52. The question of which of the different sine wave graded frequencies 

that correlate best with the visual performance has been discussed among others, 

according to Ginsburg55. 

A second method to describe sine-wave graded tests is by using a collective descriptor 

of the different CS frequencies as a generalized parameter for CS assessment. The 

Fig 8. Example of letter contrast chart with increasing contrast.2 
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concept of Index of contrast sensitivity56 (ICS) is a follow-up on an idea of using and 

reporting normalized CS values57 or using area under the curve58 as a measure of CS. 

Acknowledging the presumed increased importance of the peak frequency and adjacent 

frequencies, the ICS gives more power to these frequencies.  

1.4.4 Colour vision 

Color vision is an illusion created by the interactions of billions of neurons in our 

brain.  

Peter Gouras 

Colour vision is the perception of light absorbed by the three types of retinal cones (S, 

M and L) with different peak spectral sensitivity within the spectre of visible light (400-

800 nm). The spectral responsiveness for the different cones defines the visual spectre. 

S cones have maximal sensitivity in the lower spectre of visible light (420-440 nm), 

while M (534–545 nm) and L (564–580 nm) cones peak at the longer wavelengths. 

Colour perception is a response both at retinal and cerebral level, largely influenced by 

the cone spectral responsiveness. If a type of cone is missing or has a shift in peak 

sensitivity, chromatic sensitivity change. Such changes may be congenital or acquired. 
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1.5 Development of visual standard requirements 

The need for visual standards has been driven by the technological and industrial 

development and a growing concern about the consequences of reduced visual function.  

1.5.1 Introduction of standards for visual acuity 

Surgeon General Thomas Longmore59 published The Optical Manual 3rd edition20 in 

1885, giving us insight in the development of visual requirement in the Royal Armed 

Forces. Historically, it was the introduction of long-range rifled arms with graduated 

aims replacing smoothbore muskets, which made it necessary to pay attention to the 

visual capacity of recruits. From 1863, efforts were made to have recruits with perfect 

visual acuity, but this made it impossible to obtain a sufficient number of recruits. The 

limits that became the regulation standard for visual acuity was published as an order 

from commanding officer:  

“That man should not be received into the service who do not see well to 600 yards at 

least, a black centre 3 feet in diameter on white ground.” 

Army Medical Department, 

3rd December, 1863 

J. B Gibsonh,60  

Test cards with test-dots were developed to test this in a clinical situation. The test-dots 

were 1/5 of an inch in diameter and scattered on a card presented at ten feet. In this way, 

the test-dots had the same apparent size as the above-mentioned 3 feet bulls-eye. Test-

dots in circular and square variations were developed and used in the following years, 

until they were subsequently replaced by Snellen’s chart. Snellen’s chart was introduced 

to the medical officers as early as 1864, but was considered unfit for use because a 

                                              
h James B Gibson was the Director General Army Medical Department from 1860 to his 
retirement in 1867. The General also saw service in the Crimean War, where he was personal 
physician to the Duke of Cambridge. The Director did encourage Surgeon General Sir Thomas 
Longmore to publish Army Medical Officers Ophthalmic Manual in 1863.  
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substantial number of the recruits were illiterates. According to Longmore20, an Army 

report in 1884 suggested that 13.8 % of the recruits were unable to read. 

The Royal Navy adopted other standard. As stated by the Queen’s Regulation and 

Admiralty Instructions from 1879, the eyesight should not be defective. The medical 

officer was instructed to ensure that “the eyes should be clear, intelligent, expressive of 

health, and the eyesight be good. Eyesight, or power of vision, should be ascertained by 

use of test-types. If failure to read the test-types the person is to be tested with objects 

familiar to him at distances according to the size of the object”. The reason for retesting 

was to ensure that the failure of reading test-types was not due to other causes than 

defective eyesight, e.g. illiteracy. 

The German navy had adopted Snellen’s chart in 1872 and defined normal visual acuity 

to Snellen’s 1.0. Candidates having visual acuity below 0.5 were considered unfit for 

duty. The requirement for admission to the navy was visual acuity of Snellen’s 0.75 

corrected or uncorrected. 

Norwegian authorities, after a meeting in 1922 between two ophthalmologists and the 

head of Norwegian Public Roads Administration, decided requirements for non-

professional and professional driversi, 61. The requirements are by all practical means the 

same today62.  

Standard requirements for VA21 have developed within several occupations since the 

introduction of Snellen’s table. A common trait is that few of the requirements are based 

on task-based evidence, and that they have in too little extent been validated.  

Snellen’s chart as a predictor of visual ability 

Thomas Longmore and his colleagues believed that Snellen’s chart could be used in the 

application of any rule of standards concerning visual acuity. He was also aware that 

                                              
i Professional drivers: VA of at at least 5/10 for each eye uncorrected or at least 5/6 for best eye 
uncorrected and 5/15 for worst eye. 
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other aspects of vision were important and he proceeds later considerations by others63 

on this topic by decades. In his book, he cites “a military friend” who states: 

“As a rule, from the results of his experience, that a soldier to be effective must 

be able to distinguish clearly a man from any other object at least at a distance 

of 500 yards under ordinary illumination, as in a moderately clear daylight, and 

with no more striking contrast of background than is met in ordinary field or 

moorland. A sentryjon advanced post who could not distinguish an enemy at that 

distance in front of him would endanger the safety of a force. With such a 

background as the “sky-line”, or any background forming a marked contrast 

with the object, a man ought to be recognised at 1000 yards. The amount of light 

reflected from the object looked at relatively to the amount the light reflected 

from the objects by which it is surrounded, and the character of the background, 

are always important elements in regard of visual perception, in addition to the 

size of the visual angel subtended by the object.” 

Longmore further states: “That the rule of recognition at 500 yards may be applied by 

means of Snellen’s type. For a man of 6 feet, the visual angle under which he would be 

seen at a distance of 500 yards is 13’ 44’’, or nearly 2.7 times the visual angel under 

which Snellen’s type are seen. A man 6 feet in height to be seen would have to stand at 

a distance of about 1375 yards off. But practically at such a distance, owing to the effect 

of the intervening atmosphere and other circumstances, the man could not be 

distinguished, although an object having the same visual angle might be seen plainly in 

nearer position under adequate illumination.” 

  

                                              
j Sentry: A guard at a gate or other point of passage. 
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1.5.2 Colour vision occupational requirements  

The request of colour vision test was first addressed by Wilson64 in 1855, when he 

pointed out the necessity to use coloured signals secondary to non-coloured signals, but 

it was not until 1877 the first regulations were adopted. After a railway accident in 

Sweden in 1877, the Swedish ophthalmologist Holmgren introduced the theory of colour 

vision deficiency (CVD) as a major cause of the incident65, although this later has been 

disputed66. The accident was, never the less, one of several contributing factors for the 

introduction of colour vision (CV) standards. The increased awareness of CVD and the 

increased use of coloured signals created public demand for better safety in public 

transportation67,68.  

Colour vision testing of varying standards and methods were subsequently adopted for 

railways and maritime activities from 1877 and onward. In 1919, standards were set for 

the aviation industry and from mid 1930s also for road transportation in Britain67. A 

requirement for normal CV in road transportation was never adopted in Norway61. 

Expect for the British road transportation CV standard, which was brought to an end in 

1960, few questions have been made for the validity of CV standards in other 

occupations. Aviation regulations have adopted the findings of a task performance 

study69, allowing a subgroupk of deutanl and protan CVD to be commercial pilots. In 

2001, the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) recommended a new 

standard70 for CV testing and classification of the result by classifying the CV in four 

groups (CIE 1-3 and non-classifiable). This recommendation is now outdated and not 

according to the findings published by Bailey & Carter71 and Carter & Barbur72.  

  

                                              
k Approximately 35 % colour deficient applicants would be classed as safe o fly.  

l Deuteranomalous observers have two different L-cones and missing the M-cone with 
reduced function. The same for protanomalous observers who have two different M-cones, 
missing the L cone. 
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Testing colour vision 

There has been advances in the development of colour vision tests since they were first 

created in the 1800s, but there is no single colour test that can rapidly and accurately 

screen, diagnose and classify any colour vision defect68. 

During the second half of the 19th century, several colour tests evolved into an array of 

methods. Most commonly used are the pseudoisochromatic plates (e.g. Ishihara), but 

also lantern tests (e.g. Edridge-Green, Holmes-Wright), hue tests (e.g. Farnworth) and 

computerized tests (e.g. CAD) exist68.  

Pseudoisochromatic plates (PIP) have figures placed in a randomized dot patterns. The 

plates have three principle functions; transformation plates where individuals with CVD 

should see a different figure than individuals with normal CV, vanishing plates where 

only individuals with normal CV can recognize the figure and hidden digit plates in 

which only individuals with CVD could recognize the figure. Some, but not all, PIP tests 

give the ability to diagnose and quantify the severity of the CDV73. 

 

 

Fig 9. On this Ishihara plate, number 74 should be visible for subjects with normal 

CV. Viewers with CVD may read it as 21 or may not see any number at all. 
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A hue test in common use is the Farnsworth-Mansell test. The aim of the subject is to 

arrange the colours in each row in ascending hue. A hue test may be time-consuming74, 

but can diagnose and quantify the severity of CDV in more detail75.  

 

In a lantern test, the test subject is exposed to light equivalent to signal lights used at sea 

and is supposed to name the right colours. The lantern test is a practical test and fails the 

subject in accordance to the task, but it is not suited for diagnosis of the CVD. Lanterns 

exist in numerous variations, with low inter-correlation and none in compliance with the 

standard of safe navigation72,76. 

Computerized tests have been developed and are in principle like PIP tests. The 

advantage of these test are the ability to quantify and qualify the CV24 also in relevance 

to the job task69. Some limitations in the usefulness of computerized test exist. There is 

a need for standardization and calibration of the screen, and there are vulnerabilities of 

the computer and need for software update. 

Fig 10. Farnsworth-Mansell hue test. In this example, only the last row is correct.3  
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Another method to test colour vision is by chromatic sine wave gratings. Both red-green 

and yellow-blue chromatic sensitivity testing show a different response than that 

obtained for achromatic CS. Peak sensitivity for red-green and yellow-blue are at a 

higher threshold in lower frequencies. Peak CS for red-green is approximately three 

times the CS for yellow-blue, both on low CS frequencies22. This method is rarely in 

use in clinical settings and no standards to diagnose the CVD have been developed. 

 

 

Fig 11. Contrast sensitivity curves for RG and YB (chromatic CS) and luminance 

(achromatic CS)5 
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2. Rationale and objectives of the study 

Visual performance is considered essential for navigation in sea, land and air operations. 

All personnel entering or continuing in visually demanding operations in seafaring are 

carefully selected according to fitness standards.  

A direct linkage between the methods for evaluating vision and the visual performance 

is still poorly founded, but some studies have indicated that CS may be more important 

than VA77,78. Evaluation of CS has the potential to improve the estimate of visual 

function and performance, but this still has to be proven by well-designed studies on 

relevant populations. Few studies, if any, have measured CS in personnel entering or 

serving in relevant occupations and evaluated the correlation between CS and visual 

performance. 

The main objective for this thesis was to obtain more information about vision tests used 

for selection of personnel who perform work highly dependent on good visual function. 

The specific aims included: 

Paper I. To establish reference values of contrast sensitivity in young adults 

with normal visual acuity, and to compare two different test methods. 

Paper II. To study the correlation between observation task performance and 

visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and environmental light in a simulated 

maritime study. 

Paper III. To evaluate visual function under total sleep deprivation, especially 

for chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Study sample 

3.1.1 Sample of Paper I 

A total of 194 military recruits from the French Air Force and the Royal Norwegian 

Navy were invited to participate in the study. Fourteen candidates were excluded, as 

they did not meet one or more of the following inclusion criteria: age 18–26 years, best 

eye uncorrected VA logMAR 0.00 or better, normal CV by Ishihara’s test and no 

previous refractive surgery in either eye. Thus, the study group included 180 subjects. 

3.1.2 Sample of Paper II  

In total, 74 cadets attending the RNoNA volunteered for the study. Due to malfunction 

in the first run of the simulator, nine cadets were excluded from the study. Another five 

cadets failed the Ishihara 24 plate CV test and were also excluded. Thus, 60 cadets (50 

males and 10 females, with mean age 24.1 years (range 17.9 to 32.8; SD=2.9) completed 

the study. None reported somatic or mental health problems. Six cadets wore contact 

lenses, ten used glasses and three had undergone refractive surgery for myopia. The 

mean best eye VA in the study group was -0.10 (range -0.20 to 0.16; SD 0.09) at 85 

cd/m2 on a logMAR scale. 

3.1.3 Sample of Paper III 

In Paper III, two separate study weeks were planned. Eleven male fast patrol boat 

navigators from the Royal Norwegian Navy volunteered for the study. Their mean age 

was 26.8 years (range 23.1 to 30.6; SD 2.0). An ophthalmologist at the Institute of 

Aviation in Oslo examined the group before entering the study. The initial number of 

participants in the first week was eight navigators. Due to a mission deployment, three 

study subjects had to drop out from the last study week and were substituted by new 

navigators during the second study week. 
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3.2 Study design  

3.2.1 Study design of Paper I 

The study was an observational prospective cross section study, where individual data 

were recorded for CS and VA in a group of young healthy adults with VA better than 

0.01 logMAR. Frequency CS data were used to compute ICS for all three CS test 

methods. The results, both recorded and computed, were used to describe reference 

values for CS and ICS for the group. ICS was used to study agreement between the three 

test methods. 

3.2.2 Study design of Paper II 

The study in Paper II was designed to be an experimental prospective cross-sectional 

study. The participants were examined in the same way as described in Paper I, by 

recording logMAR score and visual CS frequency data obtained by Optec 6500 and 

CVS 1000-E, and computing ICS for all the CS test methods. The experimental part in 

this paper was conducted using five identical fixed-base, full-scale Polaris simulators 

(Kongsberg Maritime AS, Horten, Norway) at the RNoNA. Skjold class simulator 

model was used, with hydrodynamic and performance characteristics like the real 

vessels. All bridges had a generic layout, with a 270-degree view-field (180 degrees 

forward view, 90 degrees aft). The participants did not use any electronic or paper based 

chart and simulator ran in autopilot in pre-programmed route at a speed of 20 knots/hour 

(37 km/h).  

Along the planned course, three objects were distributed at randomized distances, 

orientation and sequence to allow for up to 20 observations at each run. Simulated 

external light was set at 50, 80 and 90 % relative darkness, as defined by the simulator 

settings, giving an illusion of photopic to low mesopic light conditions. The subjects 

were asked to identify and report each object they observed. The time of observation 

was noted allowing the distance for each observation to be calculated.  
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3.2.3 Study design of Paper III 

The third study had a repeated measure design, collecting VA and CS ten times during 

60 hours of total sleep deprivation. Individual collected data were analysed on group 

level and the first 24-hour period was compared with last 24-hour period.  

3.3 Measurements used 

3.3.1 Contrast sensitivity measurements in Paper I and II 

Binocular CS was measured by two commercially available tests using sine wave 

gratings at different spatial frequencies. The Optec 6500 FACT (Functional Acuity 

Contrast Test) (Stereo Optical, Chicago, USA) was used for mesopic (3 cd/m2) and 

photopic (85 cd/m2) measurements at the spatial frequencies of 1.5 cpd, 6 cpd, 12 cpd 

and 18 cpd. Mesopic CS was measured after a ten minutes’ dark adaptation, and then 

the test was repeated in photopic light. For the other test, we used the CSV-1000E 

(VectorVision, Greenville, Ohio, USA) for photopic (85 cd/m2) CS measurements. This 

test also consists of sine wave gratings, but for the frequencies 3 cpd, 6 cpd, 12 cpd and 

18 cpd. Index of contrast sensitivity56 was calculated for each subject by using the results 

obtained in the three different CS measurements.  

Index of contrast sensitivity was defined as the sum of the residual differences (positive 

or negative) from the population median in each frequency. The differences were 

weighted according to the presumed clinical importance of each frequency. Thus, 6 cpd 

was given the highest power (factor 3). The frequencies 3 cpd and 12 cpd received factor 

2, while the remaining test frequencies were not weighted at all. A performance 

equivalent to the reference group median of all tested frequencies should yield an ICS 

value of zero. 

 

 

Equation 1. Index of contrast sensitivity (ICS) is the sum of the residual differences 

for the recorded contrast sensitivity (CS) at each frequency (cpd) and a reference CS 

(rcpd). The reference CS (rcpd) is the median value collected in a reference 

population from Paper I  
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Median values to calculate ICS in Study I and II were collected in Study I79, where 

reference percentiles also were reported. Index of contrast sensitivity is reported as 

logarithmic values in both papers. 

3.3.2 Contrast sensitivity measurements in Paper III 

In this study, we used VIGRA-C80, a non-commercial system developed at the 

Norwegian University of Science and Technology using a high-resolution monitor. The 

system allows chromatic and achromatic sine wave frequency testing with a mean 

luminance of the monitor screen of 40 cd/m2. We chose the frequencies of 2.0, 5.9 and 

11.8 cpd for testing the achromatic CS, as human peak achromatic CS is found in this 

interval. To cover the expected peak chromatic CS, the frequencies of 0.6, 2.0 and 4.7 

cpd were chosen to test the RG and YB CS. To facilitate the test procedure, Vigra-C 

was set up with ten predefined contrast levels at a constant luminance, enabling a 

stepwise examination of CS. The highest steps were defined to be above the expected 

level of resolution of human CS for each frequency tested. 

3.3.3 Visual acuity measurements 

In paper I and II we used the Optec 6500 EDTRS chart in long distance mode on a 

logMAR scale at photopic light conditions (85 cd/m2). The chart has a maximum 

resolution at logMAR -0.20. In paper III, the CSV-1000EDTRS logMAR chart with a 

maximum resolution of -0.30 logMAR was used. The chart was read at 2.5 meters with 

a light level at 85 cd/m2. 

3.3.4 Colour vision measurments 

To examine CV, Ishihara 24 plate pseudoisochromatic test in standardized daylight 

colour temperature of 6280o Kelvin was used in all three papers. 
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3.3.5 Observation performance measurements 

In Paper II, the study participants were to observe three different objects distributed at 

random distance and orientation along a pre-planned course in a ship simulator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The observation distance was calculated by the speed of the vessel and time of 

observation. The task was done three times under different environmental light 

conditions; low mesopic, mesopic and photopic light.  

Fig 12. The three targets used as objects for observation. The candidates 

were instructed to identify the objects, and observation distance in meters 

was calculated based on the time of observation. 

Fig 13. The map shows the pre-planned track for a simulated ship’s course. 

Each object (fig 12) was placed on the port or starboard side of the course line 

in a randomized pattern. 
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3.4 Statistical analyses 

3.4.1 Statistical analyses used in Paper I 

Descriptive statistics for each CS frequency and ICS for each of the CS tests were 

provided. Normality of data was considered by Shapiro-Wilk test. The agreement 

between the different methods was studied using the Bland-Altman technique81. Paired 

t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank test were done to analyse the “differences of mean” 

between the ICS tests. Histograms of the “differences of mean” were used to evaluate 

the usability of Bland-Altman technique. PASW statistics 18.0.3 was used for all 

analyses (Predictive Analytics Software, SPSS Hong Kong). 

3.4.2 Statistical analyses used in Paper II 

Possible relationships between visual observation task performance and visual 

functions, age, sex, glasses and environmental light were studied by stepwise linear 

regression. LogMar VA and calculated ICS obtained in female and male cadets were 

compared using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. The normality of visual data 

was tested by Shapiro-Wilk test. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 

Statistics version 22.0 (IBM corp., Armonk, NY, USA).  

3.4.3 Statistical analyses used in Paper III 

In paper III, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used, as a normal distribution of the 

results could not be assumed. The analyses were made at a group level. As multiple 

comparisons were made, the level of statistical significance was set at 0.01. Statistical 

analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22.0 (IBM corp., Armonk, 

NY, USA). 
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3.5 Research etics 

The study presented in Paper III was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical 

Research Ethics in Western Norway (06/453/2006) and the Phd project was approved 

in 2008 (2008/4759) and by the Norwegian Data Inspectorate (18918/2/KS 2008). All 

participants gave written consent, and all data containing personal identification at the 

University of Bergen were destroyed in 2008 for Paper III and in 2011 for Paper I and 

II. An opportunity to withdraw from the study at any point was given. All participants 

were granted immunity against the use of recorded data for the use of medical selection 

in the Armed Forces, both in Norway and France. The test subjects were not paid for 

participating in Paper I and II. In Paper III, the RNoN paid the participants ordinary 

salary. 
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4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

4.1 Paper I 

Visual acuity and CS for 180 recruits were collected and ICS was computed to describe 

cohort data and agreement between the tests. CS frequency data showed a highly skewed 

data sampling toward the high thresholds, especially on the low frequencies for the three 

test methods. Although the skewness and non-parametric distribution of the results were 

also evident in the calculated ICS, the results are reported as normative data for this age 

group according to the inclusion criteria. Agreement between the two photopic tests was 

found to have a fairly consistent “difference in mean” at all ICS scores. When comparing 

the mesopic test to the two photopic tests, the agreement was considered less evident, as 

the correlation between the tests was not consistent. 

4.2 Paper II 

In this study, no statistically significant correlation between visual task performance and 

VA or ICS was found. A highly significant improvement of identification distance was 

recorded for each stepwise increase in environmental light when comparing low 

mesopic, mesopic and photopic light settings. A statistically significant improvement 

was also found when identification distance was examined for each observation in each 

run, indicating a learning effect. Male subjects were capable of detecting targets 

significantly earlier than female subjects in all light conditions. 

4.3 Paper III 

A 60-hr sleep deprivation did apparently induce slight, but statistically significant 

increases in mean threshold for red-green contrast sensitivity at middle (2.0 cpd) and 

high frequencies (4.7 cpd). No such changes were detected in achromatic yellow-blue 

contrast sensitivity when comparing the first and last 24-hr test periods. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

5.1 Methodological discussion 

5.1.1 Study design 

Paper I had an observational cross-sectional design. The objective was to describe 

reference visual function in a young adult population by VA, CS and ICS. The cohort 

data was the basis for studies of agreement between the three calculated ICS as well as 

giving reference ICS values to use in Paper II. 

In Paper II, we used an observational cross section design with repeated measurements, 

where the test subjects repeatedly performed an observation task ten times in three 

different light settings. A repeated measure design may reduce the variance of estimates 

of observation distance and allows statistical inference with fewer subjects. To perform 

an observation task in a simulator is always an imitation of real world observations, and 

this limits the possibility to compare the results to other studies. Visual displays are often 

simplifications and the exactness may not be representative to actual maritime scenes. 

The positive side of performing the study in a simulator is the possibility to standardize 

the conditions and rule out the intrinsic of the ever-changing nature. 

Paper III had a time series design where CS and VA were collected ten times during 6o 

hours sleep deprivation. Due to the expected diurnal variation in visual function, we 

chose to compare the first 24-hr period with the last 24-hr period, as this would level out 

the cyclic variation. 

5.1.2 Study population 

All studies included young healthy adults with vision defined as normal based on visual 

acuity and colour vision. The aim in Paper I was to give reference values for CS and 

ICS in a population selected for work highly dependent of visual function. Study 

subjects were selected accordingly to military requirements, which were stricter than the 

civilian statues at the time. The number of subjects included in the study was limited to 

the number of subjects available at both study sites and complied with the inclusion 
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criteria. The inclusion criteria were best eye uncorrected visual acuity LogMAR 0.00 or 

better, normal colour vision and age between 18 to 25 years. The Norwegian cohort 

consisted of personnel selected for duty as conscripts in RNoN and in the Royal 

Norwegian Air Force. Conscript personnel are recruited from all parts of Norway after 

passing a medical screening process. At the time, female conscripts volunteered for the 

service, while men were called to service. The French cohort consisted of personnel 

applying for service in the French Air Force with the intention to become air pilots.  

In Paper II, we examined the cadets at RNoNA with normal CV, with no limitations 

regarding to VA. The aim was to have subjects with a larger variety in VA, but otherwise 

comparable to the study group in Paper I. Cadets have served in the Norwegian Armed 

Forces before entering the RNoNA. They are recruited mainly after service in RNoN, 

but may also represent other military branches. A strict medical selection screening 

process is not applied on all cadets, as other qualifications may be considered more 

important for the service.  

The study population in Paper III was defined by the availability of experienced fast 

patrol boat male navigators taking part in another study41. The population sample was 

small due to availability of participants and simulator time. A larger cohort would have 

improved statistical power. 

5.1.3 Visual tests 

Visual functions may be assessed by several different methods for each of the different 

aspects of vision. We chose to include VA measured by EDTRS table and CS measured 

by sine-wave gratings.  

The EDTRS visual acuity table is made according to Visual Acuity Measurement 

Standard by ICO43, and is the preferred method for examining VA in scientific settings. 

The test allows statistical evaluation and a more fine-tuned score by its use of a 

logarithmic progression in the orthotypes. We used a scoring protocol giving credit of 

0.02 logMAR units to each letter correctly read. The OPTEC 6500 EDTRS chart allows 

60 letters to be identified, giving a maximum score of -0.20 logMAR. One misread 

letter, 59 correct identified letters, yields a score of -0.18 logMAR. The test-retest 
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accuracy for EDTRS, when letter-scoring, is found to be 0.08 logMAR or four letters, 

gives a 95 % confidence interval of 0.10 logMAR82. In both Paper I and II we 

experienced subjects scoring -0.20 logMAR, indicating that the chart may not able to 

give full credit to subjects with excellent VA. In Paper II, this may represent a source 

for misinterpretation of the data, as six of the participants might have had a score better 

than -0.20 logMAR. The ceiling phenomena is not believed have influenced the results 

of the study due to the low linear relation between VA and observation (R square close 

to 0.0). In Paper III, the CSV-1000EDTRS maximum score was -0.30 logMAR, and no 

ceiling effect was experienced. Best corrected VA in the group was -0.24 logMAR.  

No standards are agreed upon when it comes to CS tests, and this obviously reduces the 

possibility to compare the results obtained in different studies. Nevertheless, there are 

arguments for choosing sine-wave grading tests instead of contrast letter or symbol 

charts. As discussed earlier, sine-wave single frequencies are believed to give a better 

estimate of CS in accordance to the visual channel theory. In Paper I and II, we 

experienced ceiling effect at most frequencies and light levels for both OPTEC 6500 

and CSV-1000E. The effect was most pronounced in Paper I, where up to 76 % made 

the highest score on 1.5 cpd (OPTEC 6500 85 cd/m2). This obviously reduced the 

possibility to create a true expression of the CS of this population, and the results must 

be interpreted as specific for OPTEC 6500 and CSV-1000E. VectorVision give 

“Contrast Sensitivity Values and Norms” for the CSV-1000E based on three different 

populations. Presumably, young diabetic patients are used as the reference group at age 

11-19 years. The article, by Prof J. Krasny at University Hospital in the Czech Republic, 

is not available, but the population means reported by VectorVision are close to the 

median values in our Paper I. The population norms for age 20-55 are described in a 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) study (not available) on refractive surgery. Mean 

preoperative VA, presumably best corrected VA, for the subjects were -0.09 logMAR 

and average age 36 years. Mean CS for every cpd were slightly lower, except for 18 

cpd, in this population than median values in our paper. VectorVision does not comment 

on a possible ceiling effect in the Czechoslovak article or in the FDA study. In contrast 

to the population norms given by VectorVision, our paper was based on inclusion of 

young people without any known disease and VA at least 0.00 logMAR.  
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Several attempts have been made to describe CS by a single collective descriptor instead 

of using all the single frequency results. A collective descriptor would facilitate the use 

of sine-wave grating CS in clinical settings. In Paper I and II, we chose to follow up the 

concept of ICS as a new measure for CS. The idea behind ICS is to consider the 

presumed importance of the different CS frequencies. To the best of our knowledge, 

none of the collective descriptors, like “area under the curve” or normalized values, have 

been used in observation studies, neither have they been described for the populations 

we looked at. 

5.1.4 Data analyses 

In Paper I, the statistical analysis of the recorded data showed a high skewness towards 

the high threshold with a marked ceiling effect of the frequency data. The data reported 

are based on the non-normal distribution of the results83 and the requirement to use 

median in the calculation of ICS. In addition, the calculated ICS showed skewness 

towards the high ICS-score. This was most evident in the photopic tests. To evaluate the 

comparability of ICS calculated from each of the tests, it is recommended84 to do a 

Bland-Altman agreement study81. The method assesses two aspects of agreement: how 

the methods agree on average (mean) and how the results agree on individual level. The 

method is considered robust and may handle agreement if the distribution of the 

“differences of mean” is close to normal. In this paper, all three distributions were 

considered normal by inspection of the histograms. 

Paper II used visual data recorded by the same methods as in Paper I. Index of contrast 

sensitivity was calculated using the median values for cpd frequencies collected in Paper 

I. Index of contrast sensitivity calculation is based on the median values for the specific 

cohort56, but this will reduce the usefulness of ICS. One purpose of Paper I was to create 

a norm for median values for calculation of ICS that may be used in other studies or for 

individuals. If ICS values are supposed to be comparable over time and for different 

studies or examinations, median values must be treated as a constant. The observation 

data were collected in simulators where the ships sailed a pre-programmed track with 

visual targets positioned along the course. Ship speed was set to 20 knots (10.3 m/s) as 
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this speed allowed some ground to be covered within the timeframe of 15 minutes. A 

faster speed would have made it possible to do more observations, but at the same time 

increase the margin of error when calculating the distance to the observed targets. All 

subjects could detect the ten first targets within the timeframe and the statistical analyses 

were based on this consideration.  

In Paper III, visual data collection were done every 6th hour and repeated ten times. 

Contrast sensitivity was analysed on frequency level, as ICS was not introduced as a 

method at the time of data collection and analysis. Diurnal rhythms affect vision, and 

this was reflected in the statistical analyses. We chose to compare the first 24 hrs period 

with the last 24 hrs. This model will level out the expected circadian rhythm and give a 

possibility to detect changes of vision. Other procedures for analysis of visual changes 

were considered85, but the limited number of subjects hampered the possibility to choose 

another approach. 

5.1.5 External validity 

This thesis adds to the knowledge of visual function in young navy personnel. The 

findings may apply in other services and in other countries for military personnel in the 

same age groups recruited for working in environments highly dependent on visual 

function.  

Our findings may also be relevant for selection purposes of non-military personnel. The 

study populations were young and had good visual performance on VA, which make 

them comparable to civilian people selected for and introduced to perform working tasks 

with strict requirements on visual function. 

5.2 General/main discussion  

5.2.1 Vision and new navigation aids and methodes 

The art of navigation has evolved and changed its character with the introduction of 

Integrated Navigation Systems (INS). Electronic Chart and Display Information 

Systems (ECDIS) have become mandatory and navigation is highly supported by 
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navigation satellite systems like NAVSTAR Global positing system (GPS)86. However, 

an investigation report by the Norwegian Maritime Directorate87 shows that incidents of 

grounding were not reduced from 2000 to 2011, in a period when ECDIS was 

implemented. “ECDIS assisted grounding” has been introduced by Marine Accident 

Investigation Branch88, and it has been shown that the introduction of INS did not reduce 

the mental efforts of safe high speed navigation89. Navigation is still highly dependent 

on visual control of the surroundings, although automatic identification systems90 and 

autonomous ships91 are developing. Most of the accidents in maritime settings are 

attributed to human erroneous action92, but few have been able to point at the direct 

cause of human error9,93. Norwegian regulations94 and international standards95 have 

recently been updated and the visual requirement (VA) for “a proper lookout” has been 

reduced to best corrected Snellen decimal visual acuity≥0.5. The introduction of ECDIS 

and increased use colour coded visual displays have changed the way navigators work, 

and the ability to use colour coded signals as an aid in navigation and bridge work has 

not reduced the need for normal CV24,96.  

5.2.2 Vision and observation 

Although it is evident that the quality of vision is relevant for the ability to observe, this 

is not well documented in the current literature.  

Several methods to test visual capabilities may be described, and the results may 

evaluated according to different purposes or tasks. In maritime settings, Donderi97 is one 

of few, according to Carter98, who have studied vision and observation capabilities. The 

study task was to observe and identify life rafts afloat in a predefined search area. 

Environmental factors, such as light, wind, sea state and ships roll, were the most 

important predictors of detection percentage and detection distance of life rafts. In 

addition, colour vision deficiencies (CVD) and reduced letter contrast visual acuity were 

negatively correlated to detection percentage, but not to detection distance. High 

contrast VA did not correlate to any of the performance outcomes. A list of 

Performance-Shaping Factors93 were used to analyse navigation accidents in the RNoN 

from 2004 to 2012, and visual fitness was assessed in all navigators involved. In one 
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case, the officer on watch who failed to see landmarks had a severe reduction of high 

frequency CS99. 

Most visual observation studies look at the association between visual capabilities and 

driving performance. Performance is often estimated by self-reported driving outcomes, 

driving performance in simulators, but also by on-road motor vehicle crash indices. In a 

review100, the impact of VA, CS, visual field, diplopia, and CV on safe driving were 

evaluated, and the conclusion was that the validity of the tests are insufficient. Wood 

and Black101 reviewed the impact of ocular diseases, like cataract, glaucoma, age-related 

macular degeneration, hemianopia and diabetic retinopathy on driving performance. 

They stated that there is growing evidence to suggest that ocular disease is associated 

with driving performance, but it is unlikely that VA will be the best tool to assess visual 

performance. Blane102 reviewed the impact of cataract on driving performance and 

found highly inconsistent results. In a study103, twenty young subjects who were 

equipped with glasses giving average reduction in LogMAR VA from -0.13 to 0.54 had 

a 22 % reduction in task score. This method is not often used and the study is one of few 

that quantify the result of reduced VA. Another study found decimal VA < 0.2 compared 

to VA 1.0 to be the strongest predictor of self-reported reduced night driving 

performance (odds ratio 6)104. One study point out that a combination of VA and CS, 

examined by Pelli-Robson letter contrast sensitivity chart, had predictive value for the 

drivers’ ability to detect road objects105. They reported that the best prediction was 

obtained by using the current standard, photopic VA in addition to mesopic VA and/or 

photopic CS. Contrast sensitivity was fund to be a significant performance predictor 

when studying highway-sign discriminability in a group of drivers106.  

The methodology of the studies varies and this reduces the possibility to interpret the 

results and to draw valuable conclusions. Owsley et al.107 still claims that there is little 

evidence that VA screening tests enhance driving safety and performance. 

5.2.3 Vision and sleep deprivation 

Sleep deprivation is a challenge in the transport industry and is a known risk factor in 

maritime transport. Lack of sleep has been considered to play a role in a 82 % of the 
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groundings happening between 0000 and 0600 a.m. investigated by Marine Accident 

Investigation Branch9. In all these cases, contributing to 35 % of all groundings, the 

watch keeper had fallen asleep. The same findings have been reported by Norwegian 

Maritime Directorate in 2011, were 25 % of the groundings were due to “falling asleep 

on watch”87. National authorities are focusing on sleepiness (the tendency to fall asleep) 

and fatigue (a feeling of tiredness or lack of energy) in the statutory regulations. In the 

Ship Safety and Security Act regulations, they state the need for sleep both on daily and 

weekly basis108: 

“Time of rest must be at least 10 hrs every 24 hrs and 77 hrs at every 168 hrs”. 

Sleep deprivation is a condition that occurs in the absence of sleep. Sleep is a basic 

human need and the effect of sleep deprivation is associated with a large number of 

adverse outcomes, both in short and long terms35. In the frame of this thesis, the short-

term adverse effects are the most relevant.  

A group of navigators who took part in a 60-hrs sleep deprivation study in a simulator 

study observed and classified other ships in the area of operation41. A significant 

reduction in visual observation performance was found as an effect of both time 

(p<0.001) and circadian rhythm (p<0.001). The subjects also had reduced saccadic 

velocity109. Sleep deprivation reduces tear film osmolality, reduces the tear film break 

up time and reduces the tear secretion110. A reduced tear film function is associated with 

reduced CS111. Blink rate increased by sleep deprivation112 and may also be a possible 

indicator of fatigue113. In two 64-hrs sleep deprivation studies, there were some evidence 

for exophoria114, decreased saccadic velocity and increased latency of pupillary 

constriction115. Even for some evidence of visual and oculomotor deterioration there are, 

to my knowledge, no studies indicating increased accident rates due to decreased visual 

function. Accident investigations seldom check visual function and this may be a 

contributing fact to the lack of knowledge on how often reduced visual function may 

have been a contributing factor93. The most likely cause of accidents due to sleep 

deprivation is not visual impairment, but “the navigator falling asleep” and reduced 

cognitive performance. Cognitive performance has been shown to deteriorate with sleep 

deprivation, resulting in negative influence on task shifting ability and increased number 
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of lapses116, impaired thinking and decision making117 and reduced executive 

functions118. 

5.2.4 Accessing visual fitness 

The wool test allows 50 per cent of dangerously colour-blind to pass  

and of those rejected 50 per cent are not dangerously colour-blind. 

Edridge-Greenm119 

Medical maritime fitness standards are issued for mainly two purposes; to ensure that 

the seafarer has the capacities and fitness for the work and to ensure that the seafarer is 

not suffering from any medical condition likely to be aggravated by service at sea, make 

the seafarer unfit for such service or endanger the health or safety of other persons.  

By Norwegian law, the “Anti-Discrimination Act” states the equal opportunity to work 

and the duty of public authorities and employers to make active equality efforts120. 

Lawful differential treatment is only possible if “it has an objective purpose, it is 

necessary to achieve the purpose and the negative impact of the differential treatment 

on the person whose position will worsen is reasonably proportionate in view of the 

intended result”. With the law in mind, it is fair to ask on what reason do we select or 

exclude people from specific work and positions. Are we able to justify the laws and 

regulations issued by international organisations or national authorities? Already in the 

early days of regulations, it was acknowledged that the end product of standards often 

was influenced by political guidance and negotiations between the parts involved20,121. 

And it is evident that groups or individuals with expertise and high academic status 

influenced the development of statues70,119,122, making statues and regulations quite 

diversified123.  

Ever since the start of issuing fitness standards there has been a concern wheatear or not 

the standards reflect the purpose and by what means the standards should be effectuated. 

                                              
m Edridge-Green, Frederick William (1863 - 1953), made an original study of colour 
blindness, won a gold medal with his MD thesis on this subject, attacking the Holmgren 
wool-test. He later invented the Edridge-Green lantern. 
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The requirement for CV in the transport industry came in the second half of 19th 

century67 after railway and maritime incidents were associated with colour vision 

deficiencies65,124 and due to increased knowledge of CV122. The procedures used for CV 

testing have changed and most of them have been disputed: “Edridge-Green lantern is 

obviously a test for all seasons that can be interpreted as the examiner wishes”76.  

The fail-pass criteria have also been discussed. In 1910, second mate John Trattles 

finally got his certificate as first mate. He passed the Holmgren wool test in 1904, 

subsequently failing the test three times and passing it three times until 1909. His case 

was debated in House of Lords before he got his approval, and a new lantern test was 

developed76. The issue of pass/fail and the Law proclaiming equal opportunity have been 

addressed several times96,125.  

An expert panel, a Delphi group, in International Commission on Illumination 

developed a standard for CV testing in 200170, trying to classify and quantify CVD 

according to the perceived requirement for safe function in transportation industry. The 

expert panel was highly qualified, but still only provided level five evidence: Expert 

opinion based on physiology, bench research126. Until recently there has been few better 

alternatives to this approach, but the development of computerized colour vision testing 

give a possibility for increased accuracy in diagnostic testing of colour vision 

deficiency24. Task performance studies has been performed for air pilots69 and for 

London train drivers24, resulting in an ease in the standard for air traffic pilots.  

A requirement for excellent vision in a military setting was, to my knowledge, first 

addressed in 186320. The development of rifled muskets in mid-1850 gave the soldier an 

opportunity to aim at, fire and hit a target on a long rage compared to the smooth bore 

muskets used earlier. The new army requirement was the ability to identify and shoot at 

an object at 600 feet. In Great Britain, no eyesight qualifications were required for 

merchant navigators until 1899 and the discussion for implementing requirements were 

much the same as for CV122,124,127. At the same time, in the Royal Navy apparently no 

rules applied, and “the examining officers must be guided by their own judgment”127, 

though it was suggested implementation for VA in 1894125.  
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As for colour vision requirements, the fitness standard for VA should be made after a 

task performance study. In the maritime setting, such task performance studies are still 

missing128. A Cochrane review on vision screening of older drivers to prevent road 

traffic injuries and deaths stated that there is a need to develop valid and reliable tools 

of vision screening that can predict driving performance. Today, there is a lack of 

methodologically sound studies to assess the effects of vision screening tests on 

subsequent motor vehicle crash reduction129. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The main findings in the first study (Paper I) was the description of population norms 

for CS and ICS in a young adult population with normal VA, and the degree of 

agreement between calculated ICS for each of the test methods. There was apparently 

little agreement between the mesopic and the two photopic tests. Lacks of agreement 

reduce the possibility to interpret the result of the mesopic and the photopic tests 

interchangeably. All the recorded and calculated results were skewed towards high 

visual function and for CS there was a ceiling effect, indicating that both the OPTEC 

6500 and the CSV-1000E is not sensitive for high CS performance. This may not be 

considered a major disadvantage in medical selection purposes, such as a marked floor 

effect would have been. In medical selection, the aim is to examine the visual fitness of 

a candidate related to a relevant work task, and the cut off value of the test must be inside 

the test limits, ceiling or floor, if the minimum visual requirement should predict task 

performance. 

The aim of the second study (Paper II) was to evaluate the validity of VA and ICS as 

predictors of observation task performance. Identification distance in a ship simulator 

was not significantly correlated to VA or to ICS, presumably due to uniform and high 

level visual function in the study group.  

In the third study (Paper III), the aim was to evaluate the effect on CS after total sleep 

deprivation. Except for a significant increase in threshold for high and middle frequency 

red-green CS, the study showed no distinct and readily explained changes of CS during 

60 hrs sleep deprivation. Apparently, prolonged sleep deprivation does not cause 

clinically or occupationally significant changes of CS in otherwise healthy subjects with 

normal VA.  
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7. A look out on the future 

There is a need to further develop valid and reliable tools for visual assessment that 

can improve prediction of task performance in many occupations and situations, 

hereunder also in maritime transportation.  

Evidence-based guidelines securing sound and fair visual fitness standards in medical 

selection can only be achieved by performing high quality trials and systematic 

reviews. 
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ABSTRACT.

Purpose: This study reports contrast sensitivity (CS) reference values obtained

by two different test methods in a strictly selected population of healthy, young

adults with normal uncorrected visual acuity. Based on these results, the index of

contrast sensitivity (ICS) is calculated, aiming to establish ICS reference values

for this population and to evaluate the possible usefulness of ICS as a tool to

compare the degree of agreement between different CS test methods.

Methods: Military recruits with best eye uncorrected visual acuity 0.00

LogMAR or better, normal colour vision and age 18–25 years were included

in a study to record contrast sensitivity using Optec 6500 (FACT) at spatial

frequencies of 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 18 cpd in photopic and mesopic light and CSV-

1000E at spatial frequencies of 3, 6, 12 and 18 cpd in photopic light. Index of

contrast sensitivity was calculated based on data from the three tests, and the

Bland–Altman technique was used to analyse the agreement between ICS

obtained by the different test methods.

Results: A total of 180 recruits were included. Contrast sensitivity frequency

data for all tests were highly skewed with a marked ceiling effect for the photopic

tests. The median ICS for Optec 6500 at 85 cd/m2 was �0.15 (95% percentile

0.45), compared with �0.00 (95% percentile 1.62) for Optec at 3 cd/m2 and

0.30 (95% percentile 1.20) FOR CSV-1000E. The mean difference between

ICSFACT85 and ICSCSV was �0.43 (95% CI �0.56 to �0.30, p < 0.00) with

limits of agreement (LoA) within �2.10 and 1.22. The regression line on the

difference of average was near to zero (R2
= 0.03).

Conclusion: The results provide reference CS and ICS values in a young, adult

population with normal visual acuity. The agreement between the photopic tests

indicated that they may be used interchangeably. There was little agreement

between the mesopic and photopic tests. The mesopic test seemed best suited to

differentiate between candidates and may therefore possibly be useful for medical

selection purposes.

Key words: contrast sensitivity – medical selection – mesopic vision – photopic vision – visual

function – visual quality
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Introduction
Assessment of contrast sensitivity (CS)

is now generally believed to give infor-

mation about the visual capacity

beyond that obtained by high-contrast

visual acuity tests (HCVA). This has

been indicated by among others Gins-

burg et al. (1982), who found contrast

sensitivity to correlate better than

visual acuity in predicting a pilot’s

ability to detect a small, semi-isolated,

air-to-ground target. A review paper by

Owsley & McGwin (2010) cites numer-

ous studies reporting significant asso-

ciations between impaired contrast

sensitivity and reduced driving perfor-

mance.

Contrast sensitivity may be exam-

ined by different methods, and this

diversity is reflected in the previously

published studies on the normal distri-

bution of contrast sensitivity in healthy

populations. Grimson et al. (2002)

used the small letter contrast test

(SLCT) when measuring contrast sen-

sitivity in a group of naval pilot

students. They also compared these

results with those obtained in aviation

and non-aviation personnel aged 21–

54 years. Kelly et al. (2012) tested a

group of adults (mean age 26.4, SD

4.7) and children using CSV-1000,

primarily to find values of repeatabil-

ity. Using the same test method in a

large, randomly selected population of

men aged 35–80 years, Sia et al. (2013)

found that CS declined with increasing

age in all spatial frequencies tested.

Franco et al. (2010) used the Bland–
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Altman technique to compare the CS

obtained by CSV-1000 and Vision

Contrast Test System 6500(VCTS) in

105 subjects (mean age 21.4 years, SD

1.9) with best-corrected Snellen visual

acuity (BCVA) ≥0.8. Hohberger et al.

(2007) measured contrast sensitivity in

a group of 61 hospital employees and

patients aged ≥18 years using the Op-

tec 6500 (Stereo Optical Co., Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA) based on the Func-

tional Acuity Contrast Test (FACT).

Haughom & Strand (2013) examined

aviation pilots aged 17–54 years,

assessing their contrast sensitivity on

five frequencies in mesopic and phot-

opic light conditions by Optec 6500.

They also introduced the term “index

of contrast sensitivity (ICS)”, which

they believed to be a useful collective

descriptor of the different contrast

sensitivity frequencies and suggested

that ICS may be accepted as a gener-

alized parameter for contrast sensitivity

assessment.

The concept of ICS is a follow-up on

an idea by Wachler & Krueger (1998)

of using and reporting normalized

contrast sensitivity values. They stated

that difficulties to interpret contrast

sensitivity curves might be overcome by

reporting the obtained contrast sensi-

tivity as a factor of the population

mean for each test frequency. Another

solution is to report the area under the

curve (AUC) as a measure of contrast

sensitivity. One challenge using these

methods is to evaluate the impact of

each frequency and its importance on

visual performance. Previous studies

have indicated different clinical signif-

icance of the various frequencies. Gins-

burg et al. (1982) found the best

predictive value at the peak of the

contrast sensitivity curve, that is,

6 cpd, while another study (Evans &

Ginsburg 1985) stressed the impor-

tance of 1.5 and 12 cpd, which seemed

to correlate best with the visual perfor-

mance. Acknowledging the presumed

increased importance of 6 cpd and

adjacent frequencies, the ICS gives

more power to these frequencies

(Haughom & Strand 2013).

A review by Owsley & McGwin

(2010) on the research performed on

contrast sensitivity states that CS

screening tests which can be more

readily translated into licensing policies

need to be developed. As a step

towards this goal, this study aimed to

present reference CS and ICS values

obtained in photopic and mesopic light

for a strictly selected population. A

further aim was to use the ICS values

to analyse the agreement between the

Optec 6500/FACT and CSV-1000E

contrast sensitivity tests.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

A total of 194 military recruits from the

French Air Force and the Royal Nor-

wegian Navy were invited to partici-

pate in the study. Fourteen candidates

were excluded, as they did not meet one

or more of the following inclusion

criteria: age 18–26 years, best eye

uncorrected visual acuity (BVA) Log-

MAR 0.00 or better, normal colour

vision by Ishihara’s test and no previ-

ous refractive surgery in either eye.

Thus, the study group included 180

subjects.

Measurements

Contrast sensitivity

Binocular contrast sensitivity (CS) was

measured by two commercially avail-

able tests using sine wave gratings with

different spatial frequencies. The Optec

6500/FACT (Functional Acuity Con-

trast Test) from Stereo Optical,

Chicago, USA, was used for mesopic

(3 candela/m2 (cd/m2) and photopic

(85 cd/m2) measurements with the spa-

tial frequencies of 1.5 cpd (cycles per

degree of visual angle) (threshold range

0.045–2.00), 3 cpd (threshold range

0.70–2.20), 6 cpd (threshold range 0.78–

2.26), 12 cpd (threshold range 0.60–2.08)

and 18 cpd (threshold range 0.30–1.81)

in far vision mode. Mesopic CS was

first measured after 10-min dark adap-

tation, and then the test was repeated

in photopic light. All the study partic-

ipants (n = 180) were tested the same

examiner. The data obtained were

plotted using the EyeViewTM software

(Vision Sciences Research Corpora-

tion, Walnut Creek, CA, USA). The

other test used the CSV-1OOOE

(VectorVision, Greenville OH, USA)

for photopic (85 cd/m2) contrast

sensitivity with 2.5-m viewing distance.

The test consists of sinoidal grated

patches for the frequencies 3 cpd (thre-

shold range 0.70–2.08), 6 cpd (thresh-

old range 0.91–2.29), 12 cpd (threshold

range 0.61–1.99) and 18 cpd (threshold

range 0.17–1.55). Immediately after the

Optec 6500 tests were completed, the

CSV-1OOOE test was performed by a

second examiner on all participants

except one (n = 179). During the tests,

the participants were encouraged to

respond, but not to guess. A forced

choice and a strict time limit were not

employed.

The first examiner also measured the

BVAof each participant using theOptec

6500/EDTRS chart in far distancemode

on a LogMAR scale at photopic light

conditions (85 cd/m2). The chart has a

minimum resolution at LogMAR

�0.20. A third examiner recorded the

colour vision using the Ishihara 24-plate

pseudoisochromatic test in standard-

ized daylight of 6280 degree K light

(Illuminator for Pseudoisochromatic

Tests with Easel, Richmond Products,

http://www.richmondproducts.com/).

Using the results and median values

obtained in our three different contrast

sensitivity measurements, the ICS was

calculated for each participant. As

recommended by Haughom & Strand

(2013), ICS was defined as the sum of

the residual differences (positive or

negative) from the median in each

frequency. The differences were

weighted according to the presumed

clinical importance of each frequency.

Thus, 6 cpd was given the highest

power (factor 3). The frequencies 3

and 12 cpd received factor 2, while the

remaining test frequencies were not

weighted. A performance equivalent

to the median in all tested frequencies

should yield an ICS value of zero.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics for each frequency

and ICS for each of the contrast vision

tests were provided. Normality of data

was assessed by Shapiro–Wilk test and

through skewness and kurtosis. The

agreement between the different test

methods was studied using the tech-

nique described by Bland & Altman

(1999), which has been recommended

when conducting comparative studies

of clinical test in ophthalmology (McA-

linden et al. 2011). Limits of agreement

(LoA) were calculated as �1.96

standard deviation of the differences

of the mean. Paired t-tests were con-

ducted to analyse the mean differences

between the ICS tests. PASW statis-

tics 18.0.3 was used for all analyses

(Predictive Analytics Software; SPSS,

Hong Kong, China).
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Research ethics

The study adhered to the Declaration of

Helsinki. The participants were

informed about the objectives and con-

ditions of the study and had to sign a

formula of consent. The Regional Com-

mittee for Medical Research Ethics,

Western Norway and the Norwegian

Social Science Data Services approved

the study protocol. The test subjects

were not paid for participating in the

study, and they could withdraw from

the study at any point. Individual data

from the study were not revealed to the

Armed Forces and could not be used for

medical selection of the candidates.

Results

Study population

The study group consisted of 172 male

and eight female recruits (47 French

and 133 Norwegian) with mean age

20.95 (range 18–25, SD 1.16). The

French recruits were slightly older than

the Norwegian participants (mean age

21.8 and 20.6 years, respectively), while

the BVA did not differ significantly in

the two groups. The mean BVA in the

whole study group was �0.13 (range

�0.20–0.00, SD = 0.05, 75% and 95%

percentile �0.11 and �0.14, respec-

tively). Mode was �0.18.

Frequency distribution

The individual frequency data showed a

non-symmetrical distribution for all

measurements, evident both by visual

inspection of distribution curves (not

published) and by statistical evaluation

of single frequency data (Table 1). The

frequency samples for Optec 6500/

FACT at 85 cd/m2 were highly skewed

towards the high end of the test range,

showing a marked ceiling effect. This

was evident for all frequencies except

18 cpd, and most pronounced for the

three lowest frequencies (1.5–6 cpd),

where all participants scored within the

three patches with highest threshold

values. At 1.5 cpd, 138 of 180 made the

highest score, while 118 of 180 made the

maximal score at 6 cpd. Reducing light

emission to 3 cd/m2 in the Optec 6500/

FACT induced awider spread of the test

results. Still, a ceiling effect existed,most

pronounced at the lower frequencies

with skewness towards the high thresh-

olds. None of the participants failed the

test by not being able to detect the

gratings with the lowest level, but the

results showed awider spread in the high

frequencies, where only three subjects

made highest score at 18 cpd, and ten

just made the entry level (Fig. 1). The

results obtained in the 179 participants

examined by the CSV-1000E test were

skewed towards the high-threshold end

for all frequencies, most pronounced at

3 and 6 cpd.

Index of contrast sensitivity

The ICS calculated by all three test

methods were considered not normally

distributed (Figs 2–4) and by Shapiro–

Wilk test (p < 0.001). The median ICS

based on FACT 85 cd/m2 (ICSFACT85)

was �0.15, with mode 0.16 and 95%

percentile 0.45. For ICS calculated

from FACT 3 cd/m2 (ICSFACT3), the

median was �0.00, mode �0.37 and

95% percentile 1.62. Using CSV-

1000E, ICSCSV median was 0.30, mode

1.20 and 95% percentile 1.35. ICS

percentiles for all three ICS is presented

in Table 2.

Agreement

The agreement between ICS calcula-

tions based on our three test methods

were analysed using Bland–Altman

plots and by calculating the LoA and

by paired sample t-test and Wilcoxon

signed-rank test. Wilcoxon signed-rank

test did not differ from paired sample t-

test (p-values not reported) indicating

the ability to use parametric methods

to evaluating agreement.

ICSFACT85 compared with ICSCSV
showed a mean difference on the aver-

age of the two tests of �0.43 with 95%

Table 1. Log contrast sensitivity values for Optec 6500 (FACT) in photopic and mesopic light and for CSV-1000E in photopic light.

Spatial

frequency (cpd)

Optec 6500 FACT 85 cd/m2 Optec 6500 FACT 3 cd/m2 CVS-1000E 85 cd/m2

Median Mode

95%

percentile

Range

results Median Mode

95%

percentile

Range

results Median Mode

95%

percentile

Range

results

1.5 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.30 1.85 1.85 2.00 0.44

3 2.06 2.06 2.20 0.30 2.06 2.06 2.20 0.60 1.93 1.78 2.08 0.45

6 2.26 2.26 2.26 0.31 2.11 2.11 2.26 1.06 2.14 2.29 2.29 0.59

12 2.08 2.08 2.08 0.90 1.63 1.78 2.08 1.48 1.84 1.99 1.99 0.91

18 1.65 1.65 1.81 1.03 1.08 1.08 1.52 1.51 1.25 1.55 1.55 0.91
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Fig. 1. The figure illustrate the ceiling effect in this cohort at 3 cd/m2 for Optec 6500, most

pronounced for the lower frequencies. The shaded area represent the highest 75% of the scores.

The test score ranges are indicated by Maximum and Minimum. Median score for the cohort with

95% confidence intervals is shown by the solid line.
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LoA within �2.10 and 1.22. The lower

average score on ICSFACT85 was con-

sistent as mean of differences of the

pair was significantly different (paired

t-test, 95% CI �0.56 to �0.30,

p < 0.00). The trend analyses showed

a fairly consistent correlation between

the two measurements with a near to

zero regression line (R2
= 0.03). See

Fig. 5.

When comparing ICSFACT85 and

ICSFACT3, the mean difference was

�0.22 (95% CI �0.36 to �0.08,

p = 0.002) and LoA were �2.18 and

1.75. There was a marked trend of

increasing difference at increased aver-

age score (R2
= 0.52). See Fig. 6. ICS-

FACT3 and ICSCSV showed a significant

mean difference of 0.20 (95% CI 0.01–

0.40, p = 0.04), but the regression line

indicated lack of agreement throughout

the test range (R2
= 0.23). The LoA

were fairly wide (�2.32 and 2.76), but

the clinical implications of this are still

to be investigated. See Fig. 7.

Discussion
The purpose of the study was to

describe the population norms of con-

trast sensitivity measured by two dif-

ferent test methods in a young, healthy

population selected for duty with high

visual demands. Several occupations

have strict visual qualification limits

with requirements of high visual acuity,

both corrected and uncorrected. Appli-

cants for such jobs are typically below

25 years of age and meet visual selec-

tion criteria of 1.0 at Snellens table.

The relevance of high-contrast visual

acuity measured by Snellen or other

equivalent test is debated, and Gins-

burg (2003) has argued in detail why

CS is more relevant when evaluating

visual function. Several different com-

mercial tests are available to test con-

trast sensitivity, but Amesbury &

Schallhorn (2003) states that the clini-

cal relevance of CS is not well under-

stood. In addition, there is little

consensus regarding the best method

to test CS. Unlike tests for other

elements of vision, there are no univer-

sally recognized standard test method

to measure CS. The CS tests currently

available use either gratings or orto-

types as targets. There are a variety of

grating charts for CS testing. In this

study, we have chosen to evaluate two

commercially available systems using

charts with sine wave grating in differ-

ent spatial frequencies, the Optec 6500/

FACT and CSV-1000E. In order for

these tests to be relevant for inter-

changeably use and medical selection

purposes, they have to yield fairly

similar results, and the tests must show

relevance to real-life situations.

Previously, normal data for the Op-

tec 6500/FACT and the CSV-1000E

have been published by Owsley et al.

(1983), Wachler & Krueger (1998),

Adams & Courage (2002), Swamy

(2002), Hohberger et al. (2007) and

Haughom & Strand (2013). These

studies had relatively wide inclusion

criteria regarding age and/or visual

acuity, and none of them estimated

agreement with other test methods.

Wachler & Krueger (1998), Swamy

(2002) and Haughom & Strand (2013)

described normality by parametric

methods, while Hohberger et al.

(2007) used AUC as a measure of CS.

In our strictly selected population, we

report CS for each frequency and ICS

reference values examined in the tests.

The calculated ICS values were used to

estimate the agreement between the test

methods. All three tests showed skew-

ness of data and a marked ceiling effect.

This was most prominent in the phot-

opic tests and in low frequencies. Thus,

in FACT 85 cd/m2, 75% of the partic-

ipants made the highest score at 1.5 and

65% at 6 cpd. In FACT 3 cd/m2, only

threemade the highest score and ten just

made the entry level at 18 cpd. Skew-

ness combined with only minor differ-

ences within the study group suggested

the use of nonparametric methods for

describing normal data (Armstrong

et al. 2011). In our study, the popula-

tion was limited to the age group most

relevant for medical selection to posi-
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Fig. 2. Distribution of calculated index of contrast sensitivity for Optec 6500 at photopic light.
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tions with high visual demands, and all

participants had visual acuity within the

limits of acceptance to duty as a naval

pilot. Differences regarding both study

populations and statistical methods

prevent direct comparison between

our results and those previously

reported.

Percentiles may also describe the

levels of achieved score. The skewness

and ceiling effect also reduces the

usefulness of this method. As shown

in Table 1, the 95% percentile was

equivalent to highest score and mode

for a majority of the frequencies except

in the high FACT 3 cd/m2 frequencies.

Such a pronounced ceiling effect has

previously been claimed to limit the

usefulness of CS tests (Pesudovs et al.

2004; Buhren et al. 2006). This is cor-

rect if the purpose is to detect subtle

loss or change of CS. However, CS

tests may conceivably also be used in

strictly selected populations to corre-

late the visual ability of each individual

related to task performance, hopefully

establishing a CS cut-off value at the

lowest acceptable performance. Partic-

ipants making high visual score must

all be expected to be in the high CS

performance group. For such selection

purposes, the ceiling effect is not as

problematic as a marked floor effect

would have been. In our study, all

participants made the entry level on

each frequency and the flooring effect

was not present.

The pronounced single frequency

ceiling effect will influence ICS by

reducing the score in the high perfor-

mance area. The clinical implication is

considered small, as long as the floor-

ing effect is not evident. When calcu-

lating ICS for all three tests, the

distribution of ICS made it possible

to establish useful percentiles in the

range from 10 to 100%. ICS normal

data have been presented by Haughom

& Strand (2013), but their population

characteristics differed from ours to

such an extent that the value of com-

paring the study results is low. As they

point out, normal data are only rele-

vant for similar populations.

The present study aimed to evaluate

whether the three tests can be used

interchangeably to measure contrast

sensitivity. One method can be used as

a substitute for another if they yield

similar results. Agreement studies by

Pesudovs et al. (2004) compared Vis-

tech and FACT wall charts in a normal

population of 33 subjects, testing for

intraclass correlation and establishing

Bland–Altman limits for each fre-

quency. Similar studies were also pub-

lished by Hong et al. (2010) and Franco

et al. (2010), who looked at agreement

and repeatability between Optec 6500/

FACT (85 cd/m2) and Vision Contrast

Test System 6500 (120 cd/m2). All these

studies found low correlations in-
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Fig. 4. Distribution of calculated index of contrast sensitivity for CSV-1000E at photopic light.

Table 2. Index of contrast sensitivity log values including percentiles 10–95% for the three

methods.

ICS FACT 85 cd ICS FACT 3 cd ICS CSV-1000E

Index of contrast sensitivity

Median �0.15 �0.00 0.30

Mean �0.38 �0.17 0.06

Std. deviation 0.73 1.37 0.85

Percentiles

10 �1.47 �1.73 �1.19

25 �0.74 �1.04 �0.45

50 �0.15 0.00 0.30

75 0.16 0.88 0.75

90 0.30 1.33 1.05

95 0.45 1.62 1.20
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ICSCSV in 179 subjects. Mean difference is�0.43 with limits of agreement (LoA) at�2.10 and 1.22.
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between tests. In our study, we have

used the calculated ICS values to eval-

uate the agreement between the exam-

ined test methods. By definition, ICS

was still not normally distributed, but

transformation made the data close

enough to normal distribution to allow

agreement study by the Bland–Altman

method. The method is believed to be

fairly robust, and according to Bunce

(2009), an inspection of histogram is

sufficient to decide this.

The interpretation of the agreement

analysis is based on clinical consider-

ations. The relevance of ICS has never

been tested in real-life or in simulated

situations, and the clinical importance

of a difference in mean on average of

0.43, as when comparing ICSFACT85

and ICSCSV, is still open to question.

The same considerations must be made

when evaluating the 95% levels of

agreement. The LoA were fairly wide,

�2.20 and 1.34, but the clinical impli-

cation of this is still to be investigated.

ICSFACT3 agreement to ICSFACT85 and

to ICSCSV showed a different pattern.

Evidently, the ICSFACT 3 frequently

differs from ICSFACT85 and ICSCSV,
making it unsuitable to be used inter-

changeably with the two other tests.

A major difference between the

photopic (ICSFACT85 and ICSCSV) and

the mesopic (ICSFACT3) test is the

spread of results. The photopic tests

showed a range of 4.06 and 4.68,

compared with 8.97 in the mesopic

test. This was partly due to one outlier

in the Norwegian cohort. This recruit

had low scores on high frequencies in

FACT 3 cd/m2, just making the entry

level of the test. His visual acuity

LogMAR score was �0.04 in one eye

and 0.04 in the fellow eye. He did not

report any eye condition that could

explain the low ICS score. In a review,

Fan-Paul et al. (2002) points out the

occurrence of dark vision disturbances

after refractive surgery, but if this was

the case in our study is unknown.

Previous refractive surgery was an

exclusion criterion in our study, but

this was only checked by the obtained

self-reports. Another possible explana-

tion is the phenomena of night myopia,

which is only partly understood (Artal

et al. 2012). The phenomenon is elusive

and only present in very low light

conditions (<0.02 cd/m2) and up to

30 min of dark adaption. Our partici-

pants were not exposed to such condi-

tions, and night myopia therefore

probably does explain the reduced

mesopic performance of this recruit.

The increased range in test results may

indicate that mesopic tests are more

sensitive to dark vision disturbances

then photopic tests.

The lack of objective control of the

self-reports may be a weakness in this

study. The French cohort was all

selected for duty as aviators and had

undergone ophthalmological examina-

tion at admission to duty. The Norwe-

gian participants were screened by

naval physicians prior inclusion in the

study, and this cohort thus reflects a

less vigorously examined population.

During the study, none of the partic-

ipants wore corrective lenses. Although

visual acuity 0.00 LogMAR is normally

not considered an indication for using

corrective lenses, it is well known that

young adults frequently have a

corrected visual acuity better than Log-

MAR 0.00 (Elliott et al. 1995; Colenbr-

ander 2008) . Haughom&Strand (2013)

found that slightly undercorrectedmyo-

pia decreased the CS performance in

both photopic and mesopic conditions.

In an ordinary selection process, visual

acuity 0.00 LogMAR is sufficient for

entering anykindofwork inmaritime or

aviation industry. Wemight have found

even higher levels of CS if we had fitted

the study population with optimal cor-

rective lenses, but this would have cre-

ated a non-realistic setting in our further

studies and in relevant use of the data in

other settings.
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Agreement CS studies often include

repeatability studies. The outcomes of

these studies have been divergent, but

often indicating low repeatability. Pes-

udovs et al. (2004) found low test–

retest repeatability in FACT measured

by intraclass correlation coefficient

(ICC) and coefficient of repeatability

(CoR). There were no significant dif-

ferences between mean test and retest

scores, but the average test–retest ICC

was 0.34, and the average CoR was

0.35. Ideally, ICC should be close to

one and CoR as near zero as possible.

Kelly et al. (2012) investigated CSV-

1000 and found estimates for ICC and

CoR indicating low repeatability for all

frequencies. On the other hand, Pom-

erance & Evans (1994) found accept-

able CoR (mean 0.19) for CSV-1000.

Hong et al. (2010) reported acceptable

ICC (mean 0.85) for FACT, but poorer

results for CoR (0.27). According to

Miller (2008), the test–retest reliability

should be estimated using a time inter-

val that mirrors the actual use of the

test, rather than trying to maximize the

value of the coefficient. Our study

design did not allow us to do reliability

tests in what could be regarded as a

relevant timeframe. Pesudovs et al.

(2004) and Kelly et al. (2012) discuss

in detail possible reasons for the differ-

ence in repeatability. They indicate that

the main reason may be difference in

test procedure. In our study, we asked

the candidates not to guess when they

could not positively identify the grat-

ings. If the observer suspected guessing,

the candidate made another try after

the test procedure had been clarified.

This was also performed if the results

indicated that the candidate had not

understood the test procedure. In our

study, Optec 6500/FACT and CVS-

1000E tests were performed by two

different examiners. This may account

for test differences due to systematic

variations between the observers. Kelly

et al. (2012) did not consider interob-

server variation to be a major issue, as

repeatability of CS data obtained by

one or two examiners did not differ

significantly. On the other hand, Elliott

& Whitaker (1992) found highly signif-

icant differences between optometrists

measuring both VA and CS. As stated

by Miller (2008), increasing number of

study participants will decrease the

variation due to examiners or subjects.

The narrow confidence intervals on the

LoA in the present study indicate a low

variance. ICC reported in other studies

is not valid for use in evaluation of

ICS, as these studies are performed on

single frequency reports. In further

studies using the ICS, it is therefore

necessary to establish estimates of the

repeatability coefficient.

Conclusion
Reference values for Optec 6500/

FACT (85 cd/m2 and 3 cd/m2) and

CVS-1000E (85 cd/m2) were estab-

lished in a young, healthy population

with uncorrected visual acuity 0.00

LogMAR or better. The data showed

a marked ceiling effect for all frequen-

cies of photopic and most frequencies

of mesopic vision. Reference values for

ICS based on the frequency data in the

same population were calculated, and

agreement between ICS for each test

was tested. The agreement between the

photopic tests was promising, but so

far evidence for clinical use of ICS is

missing. There was little agreement

between mesopic and photopic CS

tests. The mesopic test seemed to dif-

ferentiate better between the candidates

and may thus be most useful for

medical selection purposes.
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Correlation between observation task performance
and visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and
environmental light in a simulated maritime study
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ABSTRACT.

Purpose: To examine the relevance of visual acuity (VA) and index of contrast

sensitivity (ICS) as predictors for visual observation task performance in a

maritime environment.

Methods: Sixty naval cadets were recruited to a study on observation tasks in a

simulated maritime environment under three different light settings. Their ICS

were computed based on contrast sensitivity (CS) data recorded by Optec 6500

and CSV-1000E CS tests. The correlation between object identification distance

and VA/ICS was examined by stepwise linear regression.

Results: The object detection distance was significantly correlated to the level of

environmental light (p < 0.001), but not to the VA or ICS recorded in the test

subjects. Female cadets had a significantly shorter target identification range

than the male cadets.

Conclusion: Neither CS nor VA were found to be significantly correlated to

observation task performance. This apparent absence of proven predictive value of

visual parameters for observation tasks in a maritime environment may presumably

be ascribed to the normal and uniform visual capacity in all our study subjects.

Key words: contrast sensitivity – index of contrast sensitivity – visual function – visual

performance
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Introduction
According to international convention,

it is required that ‘every vessel shall at

all times maintain a proper lookout by

sight and hearing as well as by all

available means appropriate in the pre-

vailing circumstances and conditions so

as to make a full appraisal of the

situation and of the risk of collision,

stranding and other hazards to naviga-

tion’ (International Maritime Organiza-

tion 1972). In Guidelines on medical

examination of seafarers by the

International Labour Organization

(2011), the internationally agreed mini-

mum occupational requirements are

stated. As shown by Schepers (1991),

the requirements are practised differ-

ently in different countries. In Norway,

personnel acting as lookouts or mar-

iners should previously have a best

corrected decimal visual acuity (BCVA)

of 1.0 or better tested by a Snellen chart

in both eyes (NHD 2001), but this

requirement was recently reduced to

BCVA ≥0.5 in both eyes (NFD 2014).

Visual minimum requirements were

developed during the last half of 19th

century and were apparently set by both

political and scientific considerations

(Langmore 1885). This duality is still

reflected in the new regulations (Inter-

national Labour Organization 2011),

where governmental organizations,

employers and employees have agreed

on minimum standards. To the best of

our knowledge, little research has been

performed on visual requirements for

seafarers. A study by Donderi (1994)

using contrast sensitivity (CS) letter

charts (Regan 1988) showed a signifi-

cant relationship between low-contrast

visual acuity (LCVA) and visual per-

formance at sea, but found no signifi-

cant correlation between high-contrast

visual acuity (HCVA) and visual per-

formance. On the other hand, several

studies on the relationship between CS

and performance in other occupations

or car driving have been published

(Owsley & McGwin 2010; Yazdan-

Ashoori & Ten Hove 2010). In a study

on US Air Force pilots, Ginsburg et al.

(1982) found CS to be a better predictor

than visual acuity (VA) to detect air-to-

ground targets in an aircraft simulator.

Owsley & Sloane (1987) reported CS

and age to be stronger predictors than

VA to estimate visual performance in a

picture observation study. Using pic-

tures in a study on simulated visual

search performance in 55 selected and

trained Canadian military technicians,

Stager & Hameluck (1986) also found

CS to be a better predictor than VA. In

an experimental study on road safety,

Wood & Owens (2005) found photopic

VA to be of limited value in predicting

performance, while improved prediction

1
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was obtained by combining photopic

VA and photopic CS or mesopic VA.

Contrast sensitivity (CS) can be

examined by different methods, such as

charts displaying letters or symbols at

different contrast levels compared to the

background (Rabin & Wicks 1996) or

sine-wave gratings in different spatial

frequencies (Campbell &Robson 1968).

The interpretation of measured CS val-

ues has been a major obstacle in previ-

ous efforts to employ CS as a selection

criterion for personnel employed in

tasks highly dependent on visual perfor-

mance. Some studies imply that the

high-frequency area is most important,

others emphasize themiddle frequencies

and some stress the importance of the

lower frequencies (Ginsburg et al. 1982;

Evans & Ginsburg 1985; Stager &

Hameluck 1986). This inspired

Haughom & Strand (2013) to describe

CS by the so-called index of contrast

sensitivity (ICS), which takes all mea-

sured frequencies into account, weight-

ing them according to believed

importance. Reference values for two

different cohorts have been established

for this collated index by Haughom &

Strand (2013) andKoefoed et al. (2015).

As far as we know, no studies validating

ICS against visual performance in sim-

ulated situations or in real world have

previously been published.

The aim of this study was to examine

the relationship between visual obser-

vation task performance in simulated

maritime environments and recorded

VA and CS/ICS.

Subjects and Methods

Study subjects

Subjects were cadets attending the

Royal Norwegian Navy Academy

(RNoNA) with normal colour vision.

Cadets have served in the Norwegian

Armed Forces before entering the

RNoNA. They are recruited mainly

after service in RNoN, but may also

represent other military branches. A

strict medical selection screening pro-

cess is not applied on all cadets as other

qualifications may be considered as

more important for the service. Cadets

entering nautical education are

required to have BCVA ≥1.0 and

uncorrected VA ≥0.5 in one eye and

0.3 in the other. For other cadets, the

requirements are BCVA ≥1.0 and VA

≥0.1 uncorrected in both eyes.

Observation task

In order to examine whether CS is a

reliable predictor for visual observation

task performance, the study had to be

controlled for environmental factors. It

was therefore carried out in simulators,

securing the same environmental test

conditions (light, sound, temperature

and visual stimuli) for all subjects.

The experiments were conducted

using five identical fixed-base, full-scale

Polaris bridge simulators (Kongsberg

Maritime AS, Horten, Norway) at the

RNoNA. Skjold-class simulator mod-

els were used, with hydrodynamic and

performance characteristics similar to

the real vessel. All bridges had a

generic layout, with a 270-degree field

of vision (180 degrees forward view, 90

degrees aft). The subjects did not use

any electronic- or paper-based charts.

The simulator ran in autopilot in a

preprogrammed route at a speed of 20

knots/hr (37 km/hr).

Along the planned course (Fig. 1),

three different objects (Fig. 2) were

distributed at randomized distances,

orientations and sequences to allow for

up to 20 observations at each run. The

study subjectswere asked to identify and

verbally report each object they

observed. The time a target was identi-

fied was recorded by a secretary, which

allowed the identification distance to be

calculated in metres, hereafter named

‘time-points’. Three different runs with

15 min time limitation were performed

with no repetition. The most important

environmental factor used was simu-

lated external light at 90%, 80% and

50% relative darkness, defined by the

simulator settings, which gave an illu-

sion of low mesopic, mesopic and pho-

topic light conditions. A 10 min dark

vision adaptationwas applied before the

first run in low mesopic light, followed

by runs in mesopic and photopic light

levels. Simulated engine noise, but no

wind or current, was employed.

Visual assessment

Binocular contrast sensitivity (CS) was

measured by two commercially avail-

able tests using sine-wave gratings in

different spatial frequencies. The Optec

6500/FACT (Functional Acuity Con-

trast Test; Stereo Optical, Chicago, IL,

USA) was used for mesopic (3 candela/

m2 (cd/m2)) and photopic (85 cd/m2)

measurements at the spatial frequencies

of 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 18 cpd (cycles per

degree visual angle). Mesopic CS was

first measured after 10 min dark adap-

tation, and then, the test was repeated

in photopic light. The same examiner

tested all the study subjects. The data

obtained were plotted using the Eye-

View™ software. The other test used

the CSV-1000E (VectorVision, Green-

ville, OH, USA) for photopic (85

cd/m2) CS measurements. The test con-

sists of sine-wave gratings for the fre-

quencies 3, 6, 12 and 18 cpd. A second

examiner performed this test immedi-

ately after the Optec 6500 tests were

completed. During the tests, the subjects

were encouraged to respond, but not to

guess. A forced choice and a strict time

limit were not employed.

The first examiner also measured the

monocular best eye visual acuity (VA)of

each subject using the Optec 6500/

EDTRS chart in long distance mode

on a logMAR scale at photopic light

conditions (85 cd/m2). The chart has a

minimum resolution at�0.20 logMAR.

A third examiner recorded the col-

our vision using the Ishihara 24-plate

pseudoisochromatic test in standard-

ized daylight colour temperature of

6280° Kelvin using the illuminator for

pseudoisochromatic tests with Easel

(Richmond Products, Albuquerque,

NM, USA).

Using the results obtained in our three

different CS measurements, the ICS was

calculated for each subject. As recom-

mended by Haughom & Strand (2013),

ICS was defined as the sum of the

residual differences (positive or negative)

from the population median in each

frequency.The differenceswereweighted

according to the presumed clinical

importance of each frequency. Thus,

6 cpd was given the highest power (fac-

tor 3). The frequencies 3 and 12 cpd

received factor 2,while the remaining test

frequencies were not weighted at all.

ICS ¼ð1:5cpd� 1:5rcpdÞ þ 2ð3cpd

� 3rcpdÞ þ 3ð6cpd� 6rcpdÞ

þ 2ð12cpd� 12rcpdÞ

þ ð18cpd� 18rcpdÞ:

Median values (rcpd) to calculate ICS

were collected in a previous study by

Koefoed et al. (2015), where reference

percentiles also were reported. A per-

formance equivalent to themedian of all

tested frequencies in the reference

cohort should yield an ICSvalue of zero.
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Statistical analyses

The possible relationship between

visual capability and visual perfor-

mance was studied by stepwise linear

regression using identification distance

as a dependent variable. Age, gender,

visual descriptor (VA and ICS), spec-

tacles, time-points and light conditions

were independent variables. The low

mesopic light condition was a fixed

variable. For the identification dis-

tance, we used the first ten observations

in each light setting. Male and female

VA (logMAR) and calculated ICS

performance were compared by gender

using the Mann–Whitney U-test. The

normality of visual data was tested by

Shapiro–Wilk test. A t-test was used to

test for gender differences in perfor-

mance and effect of difference in time-

points. The level of significance was set

at 0.05. Statistical analyses were per-

formed using IBM SPSS Statistics ver-

sion 22.0 (IBM corp., Armonk, NY,

USA).

Research ethics

This study adhered to the Declaration

of Helsinki. The subjects were informed

about the objectives and conditions of

the study and had to sign a formula of

consent. A physician was on call

throughout the study, in case of adverse

health effects occurring in the study

group. The Regional Committee for

Medical Research Ethics, Western Nor-

way and the Norwegian Social Science

Data Services approved the study pro-

tocol. The test subjects were not paid

for participating in the study, and they

could withdraw from the study at any

point. Individual data from the study

were not revealed to the Armed Forces

and could not be used for medical

selection of the candidates.

Results

Subjects

A total of 74 cadets attending the

RNoNA volunteered for the study.

Due to malfunction in the first run of

the simulator, nine cadets had to be

excluded from the study. Another five

cadets failing the Ishihara 24 plate

colour vision test were also excluded.

Thus, ten female and 50 male cadets

Fig. 2. The three targets used as objects for observation. The test subjects were instructed to

identify the objects, and observation distance was calculated based on time of observation.

Fig. 1. The map shows the preplanned track for a simulated ship’s course. Each object (Fig. 2) was placed on the port (left) or starboard (right) side

of the course line in a randomized pattern.
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with mean age of 24.1 years (range 18–

33; SD 2.9) fulfilled the study. The

proportion of female and male cadets

trained as navigators did not differ

significantly. None reported somatic or

mental health problems. Six cadets

wore contact lenses, ten wore spectacles

and three had undergone refractive

surgery for myopia. A complete set of

CS measurements (Table 1 and Fig. 3)

and independent variables were

obtained from all 60 test subjects. The

mean best eye corrected VA in the

study group was �0.10 (range �0.20 to

0.16; SD 0.09) at 85 cd/m2 on a

logMAR scale. Neither VA (p = 0.74)

nor CS (p = 0.29 to 0.76) differed

significantly between female and male

cadets. None of the visual tests showed

a normal distribution according to

Shapiro–Wilk test. Visual acuity (VA)

was skewed towards the highest reso-

lution of OPTEC 6500 at �0.20 Log-

MAR, indicating a ceiling effect of the

test. Also, the calculated ICS values

indicated skewness towards the high

end of CS.

Task performance

No statistically significant correlations

between observation task performance

and VA or ICS were found (Table 2

and Fig. 4). The performance is indi-

cated by a linear trend line. Inspections

of the trend lines indicate no significant

correlation between observation dis-

tance and VA or ICS (R2
< 0.04 for

all). A highly significant improvement

of identification distance was recorded

for each stepwise increase in environ-

mental light settings when comparing

low mesopic, mesopic and photopic

light settings (p < 0.001). A statistically

significant improvement was also found

when identification distance was exam-

ined for each observation (time-points)

in each run (p < 0.001). The correct

identification rate of the observed

objects did not differ significantly from

time-point one to time-point ten, indi-

cating that the increased observation

distance during each run was a learning

effect. Male subjects were capable of

detecting targets earlier than female

subjects in all light conditions corre-

lated to VA and the three different ICS

values (p = 0.010 to 0.016). The correct

identification rate showed no statisti-

cally significant gender difference. Cor-

rect identifications rates were 87% in

low mesopic light level, 96% in mesopic

light level and 95% in photopic light

level.

Discussion
The present study aimed to examine the

possible correlation between CS and the

ability to make observations in a mar-

itime environment. Although it is evi-

dent that the quality of vision must be

relevant for visual performance at sea, a

statistically significant correlation

between identification distance and the

level of CS expressed by ICS could not

be shown. The subjects in our study had

been selected for military duty and they

all had normal VA (mean logMAR

score �0.10, range logMAR �0.20 to

0.16). Most likely, the lack of significant

correlations between visual characteris-

tics and observation task performance

in our study was mainly caused by the

uniform and normal visual function in

all our study subjects.

The observation performance in a

similar high-vision study group was

described in a flight simulator study by

Ginsburg et al. (1983), where 11 pilots

observed air-to-ground targets. A sta-

tistically significant correlation (r =

0.83, p < 0.01) between identification

distance in low visibility conditions and

peak CS region in scotopic (0.15 cd/

m2) light was found. A highly signifi-

cant association between several spatial

frequencies and detection range was

reported, but unfortunately, only the

result in the ‘peak region’ of a single

frequency was published. Visual acuity

(VA) was not significantly correlated to

identification distance.

In a later real-world study performed

in a maritime setting, Donderi (1994) to

some degree confirmed the findings of

Ginsburg et al. (1983). The study task

was to observe and identify life rafts

afloat in a predefined search area. The

mean VA in the test group was slightly

better than Snellen VA 1.0. The study

showed that environmental factors,

such as light level, wind, sea state and

skips roll, were the most important

predictors of detection percentage and

detection distance of life rafts. Deficient

colour vision and reduced LCVA were

also negatively correlated to detection

percentage, but not to detection dis-

tance. High-contrast visual acuity

(HCVA) did not correlate to any of

the performance outcomes.

Conceivably, studies including sub-

jects with a wider range of VA and CS

might reveal a wider range of

responses, giving increased opportunity

to detect clinically significant correla-

tions. Wood & Owens (2005) found

that a combination of VA and CS, as

tested with Pelli–Robson chart, had

predictive value for the drivers’ ability

to detect road objects. They found that

the best predictor for detecting road

objects was photopic VA in combina-

tion with either mesopic VA and/or

photopic CS. Their study population

differed from ours, having an age span

of approximately 50 years and BCVA

decimal acuity ≥0.5. Contrast sensitiv-

ity (CS) was found to be a significant

performance predictor in a group of

drivers with significant differences in

sine-wave CS when Evans & Ginsburg

(1985) studied highway-sign discrimi-

nation. Their two study groups had

mean Snellen decimal BCVA of 1.15

and 1.21, respectively. This nonsignif-

icant VA difference between the groups

may probably explain the lack of VA as

a predictor of visual performance also

Table 1. Visual acuity logMAR (VA) and indexes of contrast sensitivity (ICS; log values) for the

study population.

Visual acuity

logMAR

Index of contrast

sensitivity Optec

6500 3 cd/m2

Index of contrast

sensitivity Optec

6500 85 cd/m2

Index of contrast

sensitivity CSV-1000E

85 cd/m2

Subjects

Valid 60 60 60 60

Missing 0 0 0 0

Mean �0.10 �1.53 �0.85 �0.32

Median �0.12 �1.72 �0.46 �0.075

SD 0.086 1.83 1.51 1.18

Range 0.36 9.94 6.79 4.51

Minimum �0.20 �8.03 �6.35 �3.16

Maximum 0.16 1.91 0.44 1.35

SD = standard deviation.
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in that study. McGwin et al. (2000)

found decimal acuity of <0.2 compared

to 1.0 to be the strongest predictor of

self-reported reduced night driving per-

formance in an adjusted logistic regres-

sion model (odds ratio 6), indicating

the need for a large difference in VA to

obtain significant predictive value of

this parameter.

So far, there is no generally accepted

‘gold standard’ method to measure and

report CS. A valid comparison between

our results and those presented in the

above-mentionedpapers is therefore not

readily carried out, as CS and VA were

examined by different principles and

methods. Ginsburg et al. (1983) and

Evans & Ginsburg (1985) studied

observation performance correlated to

sine-wave single frequencies, Donderi

(1994) used a low-contrast acuity chart

based on Snellen-type letters printed

with varying levels of optotype/back-

ground contrast, as described by Regan

(1988). Wood & Owens (2005) and

McGwin et al. (2000) used a Pelli–Rob-

son chart (Pelli et al. 1987), a low-
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Fig. 3. Distribution of visual acuity (A) and indexes of contrast sensitivity (B–D). None of the visual tests showed normal distribution, and all had

skewness towards a high-performance result. An ICS value = 0.0 indicates a contrast sensitivity equal to the median of the reference population

(Koefoed et al. 2015). ICD = index of contrast sensitivity, SD = standard deviation.
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contrast letter identification chart quite

similar to the test used by Donderi

(1994). However, Regan (1988), Leguire

(1991) and Rohaly & Owsley (1993)

have on the other hand debated the

usability of letter charts (LC) for

measuring CS. In the present study, we

chose to use ICS as a measure for CS,

aiming to evaluate the relevance of this
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Fig. 4. Object observation distance according to visual acuity (logMAR) and index of contrast sensitivity (ICS) in three different environmental light

settings (low mesopic, mesopic and photopic). A linear trend line indicates the observation task performance. Inspections of the trend lines indicate no

significant correlation between observation distance and VA or ICS (R2
< 0.04 for all). Reduced logMAR score indicates improved VA, while

increased ICS indicates improved contrast sensitivity. Each dot represents mean value of observation distance for a study subject. Scatter plot A

represents calculated identification distance related to VA. Scatter plot B represents identification distance calculated for ICS values obtained with

Optec 6500 at 3 cd/m2, scatter plot C with Optec 6500 at 85 cd/m2 and scatter plot D with CSV-1000E at 85 cd/m2.

Table 2. Identification distance according to visual acuity (VA) and index of contrast sensitivity (ICS) by three different test modes, gender and light

levels using stepwise linear regression in a combined model with low mesopic light as fixed variable. The effects of age and glasses were nonsignificant

and were not included in the table (b = regression slope. SE = standard error).

Visual measurement/

visual descriptor
Visual acuity (logMAR) ICSOptec 6500 3 cd/m2 ICSOptec 6500 85 cd/m2 ICScsv-1000E 85 cd/m2

Variable b SE p-value b SE p-value b SE p-value b SE p-value

Low mesopic light 303.11 338.42 0.37 �6.34 14.68 0.67 �5.65 18.96 0.77 �16.94 23.00 0.46

Mesopic light 731.91 13.09 <0.001 731.89 13.09 <0.001 732.34 13.08 <0.001 731.91 13.09 <0.001

Photopic light 1427.07 19.30 <0.001 1426.96 19.29 <0.001 1427.45 19.31 <0.001 1426.96 19.29 <0.001

Time-points 19.65 2.04 <0.001 19.67 2.04 <0.001 19.63 2.04 <0.001 19.68 2.04 <0.001

Gender

Women = 1

�191.14 75.35 0.014 �188.15 75.87 0.016 �202.34 75.95 0.010 �196.15 75.62 0.012
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collated index in a simulated task obser-

vation study.

In our study, both VA and CS were

very similar in female and male sub-

jects. Despite this, the recorded mean

target identification distance was sig-

nificantly shorter in the female cadets.

Our main hypothesis for this finding is

a presumed gender difference in deci-

sion criterion as there was no difference

in true identification rate. As previ-

ously suggested by Venkatesh & Mor-

ris (2000) and Mitchell & Walsh (2004),

females may require a higher degree of

positive identification before decision is

made, resulting on a shorter identifica-

tion distance.

Conclusion
Visual object observation performance

in a simulated maritime environment

was recorded, and the correlation

between identification distance and

CS was examined. For subjects with

normal visual function, the results

showed that object observation range

was significantly correlated to environ-

mental light conditions, but not to VA

or ICS. The apparent nonsignificant

correlation between object identifica-

tion distance and visual function was

believed to be due to the uniform levels

of VA and CS in our test subjects.
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ABSTRACT.

Purpose: The study aimed to evaluate the possible influence of prolonged sleep

deprivation on achromatic and chromatic (red–green and blue–yellow) contrast

sensitivity (CS).

Methods: During 60-hr sleep deprivation, CS was measured in 11 naval officers

every sixth hour using videographic (Vigra-C) sine-wave-generated stimuli.

Results: When comparing the CS measurements obtained in the first and last

24 hr of the study, no statistically significant mean changes of achromatic CS

(2.0, 5.9 and 11.8 cpd) or yellow–blue CS (0.6, 2.0 and 4.7 cpd) were found,

while a significantly increased mean red–green CS at 2.0 and 4.7 cpd was

recorded in the last 24 hr (p = 0.003 in both). The variance of achromatic and

chromatic CS measurements in the group did not differ significantly in the first

and last 24 hr test periods.

Conclusions: Prolonged sleep deprivation does apparently not cause clinically or

occupationally significant changes of contrast sensitivity in otherwise healthy

subjects with normal visual acuity.

Key words: contrast sensitivity – eye – fatigue – sleep deprivation – visual function
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Introduction
Previous studies on the effects of sleep

deprivation or fatigue on visual func-

tions have usually involved subjects

performing monotonous tasks, for

example reading for hours, while exam-

iners study the effect on visual-motor

processes like accommodation (Miller

et al. 1983; Pigion & Miller 1985;

Ehrlich 1987; Owens & Wolf-Kelly

1987), oculomotor performance, such

as visual search and saccadic tasks (De

Gennaro et al. 2000, 2001; Gould et al.

2009) and visual field (Roge et al. 2003).

Only a few studies have evaluated

visual function after prolonged sleep

deprivation. In a study including 20

students, a minor loss of visual acuity

after 46 hr without sleep and a total

recovery after 4 hr of sleep were

reported by Paul (1965). Quant (1992)

studied contrast sensitivity (CS) in six

army service men performing simulated

military missions during 65 hr of total

sleep deprivation. Following 36 hr of

sleep deprivation, a significantly

reduced near-vision CS at 6 cpd (cycles

per degree of visual angle) was

recorded (p = 0.03). To the best of

our knowledge, there are very few

studies on colour vision after sleep

deprivation and no such studies on

chromatic CS.

The present study aimed to examine

the effect of prolonged total sleep

deprivation on both achromatic and

chromatic CS. Different types of CS

tests are available, commonly using

sinusoidal test patterns of different

spatial frequencies and relative con-

trast. As total sleep deprivation might

conceivably cause reduced CS, thereby

possibly also influencing visual acuity

and colour vision, our results may yield

information relevant for the working

conditions and operational require-

ments for subjects working under

extreme conditions with little or no

possibility to rest, such as military oper-

ations, naval seafaring and commercial

fishing.

Materials and methods

Study design

Contrast sensitivity measurements were

obtained as part of a larger research

project, in which the effect of sleep

deprivation on performance in two

high-speed navigation systems was

studied. The main results have been

published elsewhere (Gould et al.

2009), but information relevant for

the study of CS is only reported in

the present paper. The design for the

navigation study by Gould et al. (2009)

required two separate test periods, and

this gave an opportunity to increase the

number of measurements. The CS

measurements were made during two

test periods separated by a period of

10 weeks. Within a 6-hr test cycle

(preparation – simulator navigation –
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questionnaires – visual tests – rest), the

participants underwent an 80-min ses-

sion of visual tests in a low-light test

laboratory, of which only the CS tests

are reported here (Fig. 1). At the

completion of each test cycle, the

participants had a 90-min break to

eat and rest, but not to sleep, before

the next test cycle started. During these

breaks, the participants were allowed

to read, watch films, use the Internet

and walk (but not run). The study

comprised a total of 10 repetitions of

the same test cycle. Those showing

signs of falling asleep were prompted

to stay awake by a research assistant.

To ensure realistic study conditions,

the participants were allowed caffei-

nated beverages and tobacco not

exceeding the number of units they

consumed on an ordinary working day

according to information obtained at

the time of recruitment. Caffeine units

were administered in the form of 4 g

instant coffee sachets.

Test subjects

Eleven male fast patrol boat (FPB)

navigators from the Royal Norwegian

Navy volunteered for the study. Their

mean age was 26.8 years (range 23.1–

30.6; SD = 2.0). The group was exam-

ined by an ophthalmologist at the

Institute of Aviation Medicine, Nor-

wegian Armed Forces in Oslo before

entering the study. None of them

reported somatic or mental health

problems, including sleep disorders or

abnormal sleep habits, and no medica-

tion was currently used. Three of the

participants used snuff during the

study, but no one smoked. Two nor-

mally used contact lenses, one used

glasses, and one had undergone refrac-

tive surgery. During the study, the

contact lens users wore glasses. Their

mean best corrected visual acuity

(BCVA) was �0.11 (range �0.24 to

�0.04, SD = 0.09) OD and �0.12

(range �0.22 to �0.16, SD = 0.12) OS

at 80 cd/m2 on a logMAR scale using

the CSV-1000ETDRS (Vector Vision,

Greenville, OH, USA) visual test.

The test subjects were provided gen-

eral background information, and writ-

ten informed consent was obtained

6 months prior to the study. Two

weeks before entering the study, the

participants received prestudy instruc-

tions and a letter with detailed infor-

mation about the study (Gould et al.

2009).

Five of the test subjects originally

recruited in a group of eight partici-

pated in both study periods, while the

remaining three subjects from the first

period had to attend an upcoming

naval mission and were replaced by

three other officers in the second test

period. In this paper, only the mea-

surements obtained in the first test

cycle of each of the 11 participants

are included.

Contrast sensitivity measurements

Spatial CS was measured using hori-

zontal sinusoidal gratings displayed on

a calibrated (g-corrected) 30-bit video-

graphic system (VIGRA-C) developed

at the Norwegian University of Science

and Technology (Gjerde 1997; Fosse &

Valberg 2001). The VIGRA-C display

was a 19-inch Mitsubishi high-resolu-

tion monitor (HL7955SFKL) with 100-

Hz frame rate. To maintain stable light

adaptation throughout the test, a white

wall behind the monitor was illumi-

nated by a halogen lamp. This enabled

the participants to look at a neutral

background between each threshold

setting to avoid eye strain by continu-

ously concentrating on the monitor

screen.

CS was defined as 1/C, where C is

the Michelson constant of a luminance

grating defined by C = (Lmax � Lmin)/

(Lmax + Lmin), Lmax and Lmin being the

maximal and minimal luminance of the

grating bars. The chromatic sensitivity

measurement was according to a mod-

ulation of Michelson constant of the

L-, M- and S-cones (Valberg 2005,

p. 196). The CS measurements on the

VIGRA-C system were made in a

dimly illuminated room (<5 cd). The

mean luminance of the monitor screen

was 40 cd/m2, and the sinusoidal grat-

ings were displayed in an angle of 16°,

at a distance of 1 m. The sinusoidal

gratings were identified by the cycles

per degree (cpd) of visual angle at 1 m.

Fig. 1. Day, time and sequence for visual examinations. Within each of the 10 test cycles we had

80 min to perform visual tests. Of a total of eight visual tests, only the contrast sensitivity test done

by Vigra-C is reported in this study.
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The frequencies of 2.0, 5.9 and

11.8 cpd were selected for testing the

achromatic CS (Table 1), because

human peak achromatic CS is found

in this interval (Valberg 2005, p 187).

To cover the expected peak chromatic

CS (Valberg 2005, p. 195), the frequen-

cies of 0.6, 2.0 and 4.7 cpd were chosen

to test the red–green and blue–yellow

contrast sensitivity. To facilitate the

test procedure, Vigra-C was set up with

10 predefined contrast levels at a con-

stant luminance, enabling a stepwise

examination of CS. The highest steps

were defined to be above the expected

level of resolution of human CS for

each frequency tested.

Recognition threshold was deter-

mined binocularly in all CS measure-

ments by an ascending method of

limits. Starting each test with an

invisible grating, the examiner gradu-

ally increased the contrast in a step-

wise fashion until the grating became

visible, allowing the participant to

report whether it was fine, medium

or broad. A printout of a fine, a

medium and a broad grating was fixed

to the frame of the screen to help the

test subjects to make the correct iden-

tification. Spatial frequency was chan-

ged in a pseudorandom sequence,

presenting each grating three times at

every time-point.

Statistical analysis

The possible changes of achromatic

and chromatic CS during prolonged

sleep deprivation were studied by com-

paring the mean values and mean

variances obtained during the first

and last 24-hr study periods (Fig. 2).

Each of these periods included four

cycle points and 12 data values. If one

value was missing at each time-point, it

was replaced by the mean of the two

remaining values. More than one miss-

ing value at each time-point would

have excluded the participant from this

part of the study, but no such exclu-

sions had to be made. In analysis, we

used all the available data. The Wilco-

xon signed-rank test was used, as a

normal distribution of the results could

not be assumed. The analyses were

made at a group level. As multiple

comparisons were made, the level of

statistical significance was set at 0.01.

Statistical analyses were performed

using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22.0

(IBM corp., Amronk, NY, USA).

Research ethics

The study adhered to the Declaration

of Helsinki. The participants were

informed about the objectives and

conditions of the study. A physician

was on call throughout the study, in

case of adverse health reactions in any

of the participants. The study protocol

was approved by the Regional Com-

mittee for Medical Research Ethics,

Western Norway and the Norwegian

Social Science Data Services (REK 06/

453). The participants received their

regular salary from the Royal Norwe-

gian Navy during participation in the

study.

Results
A complete set of CS measurements

was obtained from all 11 test subjects.

Five participants used coffee during the

study, their mean coffee consumption

being 4.7 units (range 2–10, SD = 3.2)

per day. None of the test subjects was

smoking, but three used snuff.

No statistically significant changes

of mean achromatic CS at the frequen-

cies 2, 5.9 and 11.8 cpd were recorded

during 60-hr sleep deprivation. How-

ever, when comparing the results

obtained in the first and last 24-hr

study periods, a significant increase in

mean red–green CS at 2.0 cpd

(p = 0.003) and 4.7 cpd (p = 0.003)

was noted in the last period (Table 2).

At the chosen 1% level of statistical

significance, the variance of achromatic

and chromatic CS measurements did

not differ significantly in the first and

last 24-hr test periods. At a 5% signif-

icance level, achromatic 11.8 cpd

variance increased (p = 0.03) while yel-

low–blue 2.0 cpd variance decreased

(p < 0.05; Table 2).

Discussion
The present study showed no statisti-

cally significant changes of mean ach-

romatic CS during 60 hrs of total sleep

deprivation. This was not completely in

line with the results reported by Quant

(1992), who found a minor loss of CS

Table 1. Vigra-C contrast steps and contrast test range for each of the measured frequencies, both for achromatic and chromatic contrast sensitivity.

Achromatic Red–Green Yellow–Blue

Frequencies (cpd) 2.0 5.9 11.8 0.6 2.0 4.7 0.6 2.0 4.7

Vigra-C contrast step 0.05 0.06 0.20 0.08 0.15 0.25 0.10 0.30 0.90

Vigra-C test range 0.05–1.0 0.06–1.5 0.2–5.0 0.08–1.44 0.15–4.05 0.25–7.25 0.1–3.0 0.3–12.0 0.9–25.2

6054484236302418126

2.50
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Fig. 2. Example of contrast sensitivity results and the variation at different time points for one test

person. The two frames indicate the two time periods used for analyses.
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at 6 cpd on a near-vision test following

36 hr of sleep deprivation. She con-

cluded that the visual system appeared

to be remarkably resilient to the effects

of sleep deprivation, but also stressed

the importance of the 6 cpd frequency

and the implications such a reduction

might have. Her paper had certain

important limitations, including a

small study group and no detailed

description of the statistical methods

used. She also stressed the weaknesses

of her test method (Vistech 6000 near

chart; Vistech Consultants, Inc., Day-

ton, OH, USA), recommending further

studies to employ more sophisticated

tools.

In our study, the location in the

simulator at the RNoN Academy

secured stable environments regarding

light, noise and temperature exposure.

The Vigra-C system has been well

described by Gjerde (1997), yielding

reliable results regarding both test and

retest and compared to other test

systems. It is not commercially avail-

able and needs more technical expertise

to run than the commonly available

tests.

Previous papers have expressed dif-

ferent opinions on the scientific value

of the commonly used sine-wave patch

charts for CS measurements. A study

by Pomerance & Evans (1994) indi-

cated good repeatability both at retest-

ing and between tests. This was

questioned by Pesudovs et al. (2004),

who found poor test–retest repeatabil-

ity, presumably caused by large steps

between each CS level on the charts.

They also found the tests to suffer from

insufficient range of contrast levels,

resulting in ceiling and flooring effects,

that is, participants frequently having

CS above or below the test range. In

our study, we used the Vigra-C, which

is a dynamic system enabling us to

measure a broader range of contrast

levels with finer steps between each

level, as well as to record chromatic

CS.

Following one night’s sleep depriva-

tion, an earlier case study including one

colour-normal and one protanope par-

ticipant showed a reduced performance

of the colour-normal when identifying

colours on a video display terminal,

and poor performance of the protan-

ope during the CN lantern test (Hovis

& Ramaswamy 2007). These findings

were not supported by the present

recordings of chromatic CS, where

mean red–green CS at 2.0 and 4.7 cpd

showed a slight but statistically signif-

icant increase during the last 24-hr test

period. Despite favourable test condi-

tions, our study could not readily

explain this recorded increased mean

red–green CS during sleep deprivation.

However, it may probably be attrib-

uted to our limited number of test

subjects, which was the main weakness

of our study. A new study including

more participants and increased num-

ber of test time-points and repetitions

might possibly clarify whether or not

this apparent effect is truly present.

At a statistical significance level of

1%, no significantly increased mean

variances of CS recordings were found

after prolonged sleep deprivation.

However, the achromatic 11.8 cpd var-

iance was apparently slightly increased

(p = 0.03), while the mean yellow–blue

2.0 cpd variance appeared to be

slightly decreased (p < 0.05). Also,

these discrepancies may well be due to

our limited number of test subjects. On

the other hand, there may also be other

explanations for possible changes in CS

variance, including factors other than

changes strictly caused by altered CS.

Our study was designed to minimize

the effects of circadian rhythms, but

prolonged sleep deprivation may con-

ceivably influence the circadian system

as well as mental and visual functions

on different levels. The circadian sys-

tem is complex and only partly under-

stood (Roenneberg & Merrow 2005).

Circadian rhythm disruption may act

on a central level (Rea et al. 2010) and

possibly also on a retinal level involv-

ing melatonin and dopamine (Tosini

et al. 2008), retinal rod shedding (Te-

irstein et al. 1980) and gene expression

(Li et al. 2005). Diurnal visual changes

occur with maximal visual resolution

and detection before midday and a

minimum after midnight (Tassi et al.

2000a,b). In a study on mice, Balkema

et al. (2001) found a maximal sensitiv-

ity 2 hr after light onset and a minimal

sensitivity 4 hr later, also correspond-

ing to the length of the synaptic

ribbons. Jackson et al. (2008) mea-

sured human visually evoked potentials

following 27-hr sleep deprivation.

Their main findings were no effects on

early visual processing, but distinct

effects on higher-order cognitive pro-

cessing, evidenced by slower reaction

time and increased number of omission

errors in the sleep-deprived group.

Such effects may possibly influence

the degree of variance recorded during

CS tests. A paper by Roge & Gabaude

(2009) on visual field performance after

sleep deprivation has indicated that the

participants’ decision criteria when

responding to a signal detection task

may be altered. Gould et al. (2009)

described a reduced visual task perfor-

mance of the participants in the present

study and suggested that this could be

explained by reduced cognitive

resources. The slight changes of CS

values and CS variance indicated in

some of our tests may possibly also

reflect changes in higher cognitive

functions and/or use of altered decision

criteria occurring after prolonged sleep

deprivation.

Conclusion
Up to 60-hr sleep deprivation did

apparently induced slight, but statisti-

cally significant increases in mean CS

for red–green CS at 2.0 cpd (p = 0.003)

Table 2. Mean and variance of the first and

last 24-hr periods for achromatic and chro-

matic contrast sensitivity. Significant differ-

ences tested by Wilcoxon test. The results

indicate improved Red-Green contrast sensi-

tivity in the two higher frequencies.

First

24-hr

period

Last

24-hr

period p-Value

2 cpd

Mean 2.55 2.55 0.48

Variance 0.01 0.01 0.86

6 cpd

Mean 2.44 2.41 0.21

Variance 0.01 0.02 0.21

12 cpd

Mean 1.97 1.96 0.08

Variance 0.01 0.03 0.03*

0.5 cpd Yellow–Blue

Mean 2.21 2.17 0.06

Variance 0.03 0.03 0.79

2 cpd Yellow–Blue

Mean 1.80 1.78 0.33

Variance 0.02 0.01 >0.05*

5 cpd Yellow–Blue

Mean 1.32 1.32 0.66

Variance 0.02 0.02 0.93

0.5 cpd Red–Green

Mean 3.03 3.02 0.72

Variance 0.01 0.06 0.54

2 cpd Red–Green

Mean 2.81 3.02 0.003**

Variance 0.01 0.01 0.69

5 cpd Red–Green

Mean 2.57 2.82 0.003**

Variance 0.01 0.02 0.37

**Significant at 1 %, *significant at 5%.
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and 4.7 cpd (p = 0.003), while no mean

changes in achromatic CS or yellow–

blue CS were found when comparing

the first and last 24-hr test periods.

Distinct and readily explained changes

of CS variance during prolonged sleep

deprivation were not recorded. Based

on our limited number of test subjects,

prolonged sleep deprivation does

apparently not cause clinically or occu-

pationally significant changes of con-

trast sensitivity in otherwise healthy

subjects with normal visual acuity.
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